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Item 08B CL 06/11/19 

 

Appendix B – Detailed Analysis of Responses and Recommendations 

 

For a copy of the comments made by respondents, on a 

question by question basis, open the embedded file to the 
right - 

 

 

A1 Materiality: Definition of Materiality 

Question 1. Do you agree with the proposals for implementation of the ‘Definition 

of Material: amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8’? If not, why not? What 

alternatives would you suggest? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree 

36 34 2 17.0 

86% 94% 6%  
 

Comments 

 

Support: The proposal appears to have general support. It is 

anticipated to support clearer materiality assessment, and the 

exclusion of obscuring material. 

 

Risk: 

MEDIUM  

 

 

Based on dissenting comments it may be anticipated that, in some 

cases, differences in views regarding materiality will continue. This in 

particular may apply where materiality assessment is based 

predominantly on whether a quantitative threshold has been exceeded 

without specific reference to qualitative aspects. 

 

In Q3 one audit body noted a view that suggesting the voluntary 

inclusion of additional information is inconsistent with streamlining and 

clarity achievement. (Draft para 2.1.4.14C includes “Additional 

information may be disclosed where this does not obscure information 

which is material for users.”) 

 

 

Recommen

dation Q1 

That the proposals are implemented, subject to incorporating a 

suggested amendment to ‘local authority’ rather than ‘reporting 

entity’: 

 

“2.1.2.14 Materiality – information is material if omitting, 

misstating or obscuring it could reasonably be expected to influence 

decisions that users of general purpose financial statements make on 

the basis of those financial statements, which provide financial 

information about a specific reporting entity local authority. In other 

words,….” 

 

 

 

 

A1 Materiality: Disclosure of Assessment 

Question 2. Do you agree with the proposed requirement to disclose information 

concerning the assessment of materiality? If not, why not? What 

alternatives would you suggest? 

Reponses Total   Agree Disagree Ratio of  
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Appendix B2 – Respondent Comments 


 


A1 Materiality: Definition of Materiality 


Question 1. Do you agree with the proposals for implementation of the ‘Definition 


of Material: amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8’? If not, why not? What 


alternatives would you suggest? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “agree in principle but suggest that the words 'reporting entity' be 


replaced with 'local authority' to avoid confusion and for 


consistency with other references in paragraph 2.1.2.14” [3,  


Audit Body] 


 


 “Many authorities still consider materiality an auditor issue rather 


than a preparer of the accounts issue. Explicit requirements in 


respect of materiality should help to clarify the position.” [10, 


audit firm] 


 


 “…. we would not expect the amendments to change significantly 


how materiality judgements are made in practice. However, we do 


expect that they will improve the understanding…”…” helps 


highlight why it may be unhelpful to include immaterial 


information…”  [12, audit firm] 


 


 “Draft para 2.1.2.14C is a little unclear - it refers to "the needs of 


users as defined in S2.1 above" - presumably this should refer to 


paras 2.1.2.4 -6 ?” [23, authority] 


 


 “caution should be taken that this does not adversely increase 


resource time.” [29, authority] 


 


 “the audit firms must be on board with this.  It would be useful to 


have both a materiality level set for both revenue and capital…” 


[32, authority] 


 


 “Rather than materiality being agreed by the authority and the 


auditor (Appendix A, para 2.9), it seems currently that an overall 


materiality threshold is prescribed to auditors based on a 


percentage of revenue expenditure.  This threshold is then 


inappropriately applied to areas such as non-current assets” [35, 


authority] 


 


 “We therefore particularly welcome inclusion of the reference to 


obscuring information in the materiality definition in paragraph 


2.1.2.14 and the associated examples” [40, audit body] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 “The Appendix suggests that the Code will require further 


disclosures in the accounts (hardly decluttering) setting out %age 


thresholds for materiality then listing items where the %age is not 


appropriate  and lower thresholds applied. The Code mentions 


quanititive and qualitative factors to take into account when 


assessing materiality but this is presumably to justify the inclusion 


of more information. The auditors set out their materiality so if a 


local authority believes information not to be material (i.e. would 


not affect the users of the accounts) it would still have to include 


information above this quantitative threshold.  Local authorities 


can only set materiality thresholds within the boundaries allowed 
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by external audit. McCloud - [this Council]  along with other lcoal 


authorities had to engage actuaries to show in many cases that 


the impact was not material for the 2018/19 Statement of 


Accounts but the auditor still wanted the disclosure added - 


although by definition it was not material.” [8, authority] 


 


 “…….. materiality is an important concept and completely 


judgemental based on qualitative NOT quantitative 


determinations.”…” While IAS 320 part 2 follows similar principals 


as those in the Code and Accounting Standards, Part 10 and 


associated subsections of IAS 320 introduce a ‘one size fits all’ 


cash value that takes no account of the nature of the transactions 


nor their impact on the users of the financial statements.  What 


materiality therefore should not be is a judgement based on fixed 


values or percentages but a qualitative judgement made by 


councils” …..”The contradictions between the Code requirements 


and the quantitative judgements made by external auditors need 


to be resolved.”   “The authority would disagree with your 


comment in Section 2.9 (J) of Appendix A of the consultation that 


the authority and the auditor agree materiality in advance, this 


option is never been offered or provided to the authority we are 


simply told the number at the start” [37, authority] 


 


 


 


A1 Materiality: Disclosure of Assessment 


Question 2. Do you agree with the proposed requirement to disclose information 


concerning the assessment of materiality? If not, why not? What 


alternatives would you suggest? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “....assessment of the materiality of an item of information should 


include the item's nature as well as its size, judged in relation to 


the authority’s particular circumstances....... It would not be 


appropriate for an authority to rely on purely numerical guidelines 


or to apply a uniform quantitative threshold for materiality.…. 


quantitative assessment alone is not always sufficient” [3, audit 


body] 


 


 “Audit bodies assessment of materiality should also align with 


those of the body being audited, not the other way around” [6, 


authority] 


 


 “although this will be different across authorities and may make 


comparison and consistency more challenging.” [9, authority] 


 


 “the Code should not seek to align materiality benchmarks for 


local authorities and auditors, as materiality levels are set for 


different purposes. However, clear understanding of the 


materiality levels set by both parties is of particular importance” 


[12, audit firm] 


 


 “Therefore the benchmark for materiality will need to be high level 


and any disclosure of the assessment of materiality will need to be 


brief in order to maintain a streamlined set of accounts. 


However…… the assessment of materiality will vary for different 


aspects of the accounts. It feels that disclosing an assessment of 


materiality could lead to a substantial section being added to the 
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financial statements for a debateable benefit, particularly when 


clarity and streamlining are of the utmost importance.  


Furthermore, ISA 320 states that it is reasonable for auditors to 


assume that users 'understand that financial statements are 


prepared, presented and audited to levels of materiality'. This 


would seem to make an additional disclosure unnecessary.” [13, 


authority, see also 14,15 – authorities] 


 


 “this may become complex especially in larger Authorities where 


they may have different materiality assessments for different 


areas of the financial statements depending on what is seen as 


being material to the user.  For example where there is a large, 


static PPE base then materiality may be assessed as higher that 


for debtors/creditors or HRA.  If this is the case and determining 


materiality becomes overly complex it may only result in 


confusing the reader/user of the financial statements.” [18, 


authority] 


 


 


 “Disclosure could also lead to vexatious external challenge.  This 


would be better as a working paper for the auditors” [19, 


authority] 


 


 “Disclosure of the various assessments made would be of benefit 


to users of the financial statements.” [29, council partnership] 


 


 “We can see this aids users in understanding accounts and 


whether their use has been considered when determining 


materiality.  However, this is again adding to the disclosure 


requirements within a set of accounts and also the resource 


requirement of preparing a set of accounts” [32, authority] 


 


 “Yes, this should be disclosed, provided it can be done simply and 


succinctly in, for example, the Accounting Policies note.” [35, 


authority] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 “I am not aware of any widespread concerns around materiality 


thresholds and do not recall being asked questions about 


them”…”I would not wish to see burdensome explanations of 


this”…”I certainly would not wish there to be a requirement for 


Authorities to consider and report on all these issues”…”has 


anyone considered the anticipated effect on the number of FOI’s 


once we publish materiality levels?” [5, authority] 


 


 “The Code should be looking to declutter - not to add more 


"information” [8, authority] 


 


 “We strongly disagree with this suggestion. It would be very 


unhelpful to non-expert readers, and at worst could lead to 


councils' accounts being criticised in the media due to 


misinterpretation.”…”If overall materiality were quantified in the 


accounts then a similar misinterpretation by the media could 


easily lead to stories along the lines of "Council admits its 


accounts could be wrong by £30m". ….”it would clearly not be 


possible to quantify materiality for every item…” “…..a section on 


materiality will already be included within accounting policies, and 


there is probably scope to expand this to a more detailed 
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narrative description which explains the approach and principles 


adopted. In addition to the particular objections in relation to 


materiality disclosures, in principle we would oppose any 


additional disclosure burden which is not required by accounting 


standards or by legislation.” [23, authority] 


 


 “The financial statements are cumbersome enough and CIPFA are 


looking to help reduce the size and complexity of the document. 


Would welcome a statement in the audit opinion which comments 


on the materiality and the basis of how it was compiled to provide 


assurance fully considered and reasonable.” [27, authority] 


 


 “The subjective nature of qualititive materiality may make it 


difficult to quantify.” [28, authority] 


 


 “…….. materiality is an important concept and completely 


judgemental based on qualitative NOT quantitative 


determinations…”…”While IAS 320 part 2 follows similar principals 


as those in the Code and Accounting Standards, Part 10 and 


associated subsections of IAS 320 introduce a ‘one size fits all’ 


cash value that takes no account of the nature of the transactions 


nor their impact on the users of the financial statements.”   “The 


authority would disagree with your comment in Section 2.9 (J) of 


Appendix A of the consultation that the authority and the auditor 


agree materiality in advance, this option is never been offered or 


provided to the authority we are simply told the number at the 


start and are given no choice in its application. The answers to the 


above questions are encapsulated in the comments below and 


cannot be fully answered until the contradictions between the 


Code principles and the IAS 320 standards are resolved, 


consequently the authority disagrees with Q1 and Q2.” [37, 


authority] 


 


Example 


Other 


Comments 


 “It would depend on the type and size/detail of disclosure 


required.  Does Management Commentary and current notes to 


accounts not already address this?” [36, authority] 


 


 


 


A1 Materiality : Other Materiality Comments 


Question 3. What comments or suggestions do you have concerning other 


potential specifications in the Code to support and promote the 


appropriate application of materiality? 


 


Example 


Other 


Comments 


o “Qualitative factors ……make information more likely to influence 


the decisions of the primary users, e.g. related parties, non-


standard transactions, areas of particular stakeholder interest, 


meeting financial objectives etc. Materiality judgements about 


cumulative errors in prior-period financial statements made by an 


authority at the time those statements were authorised for issue 


need not be revisited [if they were reasonable at the time]..………. 


However, a local authority must correct cumulative errors if they 


have become material to the current-period financial statements. 


…… it might be because the local authority's circumstances have 


changed….” [3 Audit body] 
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o “I think the Code should focus on option 5 providing indications of 


which items are expected to be material and which are not and 


leaving these to be considered within an Authority’s materiality 


framework and circumstances.” [5 authority] 


 


o “Provide local authorities with flexibility to determine rather than 


being prescriptive” [6 authority] 


 


o “Nothing to add in respect of Code but note the statements made 


in sections 2.7(c) and 2.8 (b) of Appendix A . From experience it 


is often the case that both parties can have very different 


perspectives in respect of judgement”  [9 authority] 


 


o “Increased emphasis that immaterial items are not required for 


disclosure will reduce size of accounts and ensure that material 


items have increased prominence.  Materiality considerations 


should include qualitative as well as quantitative and applied on 


measures that keep some consistency in the level of reporting. 


The approach and calculation should be discussed with the 


external auditor.”  [10 audit firm] 


 


o “If CIPFA/LASAAC determines that there is a need for more 


detailed guidance then this should be outside of the Accounting 


Code as providing set guidance in the Code is taking away the 


judgement from preparers.” [12 audit firm] 


 


o “Concerns exist about the cost of gathering evidence to support 


materiality judgements – accounts are backward looking and need 


to be prepared at minimum cost to release funding for service 


delivery and development going forwards.”….” As such, in 


practice, there is little real risk to council tax payers arising from 


judgements on materiality. Even pension fund contributions are 


determined using a different set of assumptions to the IAS19 


presentation in the accounts.  As a further point linked to cost - 


the alignment and mutual understanding of authority and auditor 


materiality application is essential.  Recent experience has shown 


there is a wide divergence for example regarding the valuation of 


PPE – adding cost to the process with no benefit for users of the 


accounts.” [14 authority, see also 15 authority] 


 


o “"A significant source of difficulties arising between accountants 


and auditors is when issues are presented as material based on 


audit methodology arithmetic when they clearly have no potential 


to impact on any decisions that could reasonably be expected to 


be taken by users."…”The separation of the Balance Sheet from 


the General Fund Balance as a result of statutory adjustments 


mean that a single benchmark (eg, % of gross revenue 


expenditure) is unlikely to be effective.”…. “In the commercial 


sector, all transactions and balances can be assumed to count 


equally £ for £ as they all have the same potential to impact on 


the net assets and profitability of the entity and therefore on its 


value to an investor.”…“It is a fallacy to assume that, because all 


items below a specified figure are assured to be immaterial, all 


figures above it will be material. 


 


o Suggestion1...amend paragraph 2.1.2.14 to – 


“Consequently, accounts preparers cannot specify a uniform 
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quantitative threshold for materiality or predetermine what 


could be material without reference to the context of a 


particular situation. The use of thresholds can assist the 


accounts preparation process but cannot replace the 


appropriate exercise of judgement about what is material.”  


 


o Suggestion2: An acknowledgement along the lines of … “The 


decisions of users might be differently affected by omissions, 


misstatements or obscurations that would impact on amounts 


taken into account in management of the revenue or capital 


budget than on measurements that do not have resourcing 


implications (such as Property, Plant and Equipment valuations 


and Post-Employment Benefits liabilities). A single materiality 


level is unlikely to be effective.” 


[17 accounting consultant] 


 


 “  The qualitative element of materiality is very difficult to assess.  


Consideration should be given to different levels of materiality.  


Currently the auditors use a percentage based on prior year’s 


gross expenditure from the CIES.  A separate materiality should 


be considered for the Balance Sheet – particularly considering the 


significant balances held e.g. PPE and Pensions Liability compared 


with smaller balances.” [20 authority] 


 


 “Proportionality in applying the specifications to support 


materiality is required.” [29 – council partnership] 


 


 “However, there is limited scoped for the Code to influence 


judgements of auditors who are governed by their own 


International Standards of Auditing (ISA). Therefore, the Code 


should not be diversifying its scope to include the materiality 


considerations of auditors…...” [31 authority] 


 


 “The Code should consider materiality for both revenue and 


capital separately.” [32 authority] 


 


 “…agrees with the CIPFA COP clarification on materiality. Aligning 


practitioner (Local Authority) and auditor materiality 


considerations may be problematic in the context of ISA 320 


“Materiality in Planning and Performing and Audit” and ISA 450 


“Evaluation of Misstatements Identified during the Audit”. 


Practitioner role is to satisfy themselves and 


stakeholders/readers/users that the accounts are materially 


accurate.  In practice, there is a discussion and understanding of 


the materiality judgement of auditors prior to the start of the 


accounts process, but need to be mindful of any perceived lack of 


independence/collusion.” [33, treasurer society] 


 


 “Could create an expectation that all Councils are including the 


same things and raise questions if they are not.” [36 authority] 


 


 “The answers to the above questions are encapsulated in the 


comments below and cannot be fully answered until the 


contradictions between the Code principles and the IAS 320 


standards are resolved, consequently the authority disagrees with 


Q1 and Q2.” [37 authority] 
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 “Would also support the Code indicating which disclosures are 


expected to be material  or commonly immaterial in order to 


improve consistency and auditor/preparer agreement.” [19 


authority] 


 


 “We think that the second sentence proposed in paragraph 


2.1.2.14C regarding 'additional information may be disclosed 


where this does not obscure information which is material for 


users' should be removed as it is inconsistent with the clarity and 


streamlining principles.”[40 audit body] 
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A2 Disclosure Assessment: FReM Questions  


Question 4. Do you agree with the adoption of the proposed FReM disclosure 


assessment questions in the Code? If not, why not? What alternatives 


would you suggest? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “We generally agree with the principle”….”questions would be 


useful for CIPFA/LASAAC to consider in making decisions about 


adding new disclosure requirements..”…”also be useful for local 


authorities in making decisions about making disclosures in 


addition to those required by the accounting code. It is unclear 


whether the questions are also intended to apply to local 


authorities in making decisions about making disclosures that are 


required by the accounting code. We would have some concern 


about the appropriateness of a couple of the questions if that is 


the intention. Firstly, in respect of whether the benefits outweigh 


the costs; Practice Statement 2 on materiality judgements 


(paragraph 37) states that “the cost of applying the requirements 


in the Standards is not a factor for an entity to consider when 


making materiality judgements—the entity should not consider 


the cost of complying with requirements in IFRS Standards, unless 


there is explicit permission in the Standards.” Secondly, in respect 


of whether the information could be made available elsewhere; 


Paragraphs 25 and 26 of Practice Statement 2 state that “the 


financial statements are required to be a comprehensive 


document…..Consequently, the entity assesses whether 


information is material to the financial statements, regardless of 


whether such information is also publicly available from another 


source…… public availability of information does not relieve an 


entity of the obligation to provide material information in its 


financial statements.” On a minor point, the references to ‘annual 


accounts and financial statements’ imply they are separate 


whereas the financial statements are part of the annual accounts” 


[3, audit body] 


 


 “It would be useful to understand what disclosures are required by 


statute and those that they then have discretion over having 


considered the assessment” [6 authority, see also similar 


comments by 9, authority, 24 treasury advisor, 29 council 


partnership, 32 authority, ] 


 


 “For clarity should confirm that disclosures required by accounting 


standards should always be included if material.” [10, audit firm] 


 


 “We agree in principle, however, we think there should be some 


context included to explain what is meant by adding new 


disclosures. In our view, if there is a financial reporting disclosure 


to be added to a local authority's accounts that is required by the 


Code and it relates to a material transaction and/or balance, then 


the disclosure should be made. As auditor we would not accept 


that it has not been provided on the basis of cost versus benefit if 


it was a Code required disclosure relating to a material item. This 


framework of questions is what CIPFA/LASAAC should be 


considering to inform their decisions on future editions of the 


Accounting Code. We consider CIPFA/LASAAC is best placed to 


make any cost/benefit considerations for any proposed 


interpretations and adaptations in their role of preparing and 


issuing the Accounting Code as they have a detailed 
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understanding of the relevance of the balances and transactions 


including who is most likely to use them and for what purpose.” 


[12, audit firm] 


 


 “it is important to streamline the accounts document and having a 


focus on reducing the number of excessive disclosures will help 


focus the reader/user to the material items.  It will also allow for 


some consistency in the consideration of disclosures across the 


public sector” [18, authority] 


 


 “We agree with this to some extent and it should support the 


alignment of public sector financial reporting, although we are of 


the opinion that the Code is already a more comprehensive 


document than the FReM. However, paragraph 5.35 of the FReM 


Review relates to risk disclosure. We consider that these 


requirements are already adequately met by the requirement in 


the Narrative Report to disclose key risks and issues, and by the 


inclusion in the Annual Governance Statement of a section on 


managing risks and performance.” [22, authority] 


 


 “To further improve the assessment, a materiality element should 


also be considered.” [31, authority, similar comment by 33 


treasurer society] 


 


 “.  There are particular areas of the accounts where the level of 


disclosure and the requirement to provide disclosures for previous 


years does not, in the opinion of the authority, provide any 


material benefit to the accounts or reader.” [37 authority] 


 


 “We agree with the proposed adoption of the FReM disclosure 


assessment questions. However, we consider that it would be 


useful if these questions are more widely considered (not just for 


new disclosures) to ensure an updated assessment of these 


questions for all disclosures with a view to further streamlining of 


the accounts” [40 audit body] 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 “This should be aimed at Code developers rather than “preparers 


of accounts”…” If the Code centres on perceived user needs, what 


happens where we consider there isn’t a user need for material 


items where disclosure isn’t statutory i.e. for an item that is 


included in a standard and in the Code but for which we don’t 


anticipate any user need? For example (to take an extreme 


example) if we could demonstrate that there was no interest in 


the pension deficit figure? Would it then be acceptable not to 


make all the related disclosures? Would we then get into 


arguments with auditors about perceptions of user needs? The 


proposal could make this area even more subjective.”  [5 


authority] 


 


 “The questions appear to be convoluted and would take time just 


to answer the questions.  I don't know if any benefit would be 


derived when considering the key questions for the preparers of 


the Code.”  [8 authority] 


 


 “feel that these would be better suited to sit in the guidance 


rather than the Code. Placement in the Code could open the door 
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to auditors requesting evidence to confirm that an authority has 


fully considered the disclosure assessment questions - production 


of such a working paper would require additional and unneccesary 


work.”  [13 authority also 14, authority] 


 


 “more appropriately be included in the Guidance Notes and not in 


the Code itself. Further, question (b) (ii) is a little dubious - we 


are not aware that the fact that something is published elsewhere 


is currently permissable grounds under the Code for deeming it 


not material and so not disclosing it - Members Allowances being 


an obvious example. In fact, the IFRS Practice Statement 2 


explicitly states that this is not a valid consideration for omitting 


information.” [23 authority] 


 


 “further clarity might be required with respect to: Do the benefits 


of disclosure outweigh the costs and give value for money? 


Reflecting how an authority might assess cost.” [38, authority] 


 


Example 


Other 


Comments 


 “FReM questions give opportunity for subjective answers and 


therefore will not aid decisions when considering new disclosures.” 


[7 authority] 


 


 “The reference to “new” is unclear”….”It is consequently 


recommended that:  if the questions are intended to have a 


restricted application, that “new” is changed to “additional”  if 


they are intended to have wider application, that: “add new” is 


changed to “include”;  the list be redrafted to provide definitive 


criteria for inclusion, rather than just questions to be considered- 


what is the “right” answer to the questions? - particularly if the 


Code is to introduce a cost/benefit test that could be open to 


misuse.” [17 accounting consultant] 
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A2 Disclosure Assessment : Group Disclosures 


Question 5. What suggestions for focus and improvement would you make 


regarding disclosures which may have specific relevance for group 


entities? 


Example 


Other 


Comments 


 “I support the approach of producing core group statements 


where deemed material, but then referring the interested user to 


the statements of the group. In our example, the group is deemed 


material, albeit a small part of the Council's functions. The cost of 


disclosure is a greater cost than the benefit. Resulting in resource 


and time cost. To support earlier closure, consideration could be 


given to including the group statements in the final accounts, 


when both single entity and group have been subject to audit. “ 


[6, authority] 


 


 “None, further expanding in this area would go against what is 


being achieved by Q1-Q4 above. User should be referred to and 


seek information from the single entity accounts of the various 


bodies included in the group accounts.  Authorities should state 


clearly where the various group bodies included in their accounts 


can be found” [9, authority] 


 


 “Should specifically state where copies of single entity accounts 


for group entities can be obtained. If there is a pension guarantee 


arrangement with the company, details of how that would impact 


on the single entity authority account if called upon should be 


disclosed. Disclose whether included in group accounts on the 


grounds of qualitative materiality, quantitative materiality or both 


and the specific reasons why it meets the relevant criteria.”  [10, 


audit firm] 


 


 “   Section 9.1.4.3 of the code refernces 3.4.2.27 allowing non 


disclosure if not material.” [11, authority] 


 


 “we would advocate the use of the columnar approach, where the 


single entity and group accounts are presented alongside each 


other, as presented in the commercial world."...."To support this, 


augmentation of the Code in respect of the disclosures in group 


accounts and additional guidance might be required to support 


practitioners."..." From many of the group accounts we see, the 


disclosure requirements required throughout the Code are not 


always considered from the group accounts perspective"” [12, 


audit firm] 


 


 “…….consolidating the financial performance and financial position 


of authorities and other entities has as much prospect of 


disguising the important differences ……. as revealing significant 


truths..”; “Our experience of group accounts is that they ….they 


are insisted upon by auditors because one or two of the potential 


adjustments have exceeded their materiality thresholds, leading 


to the inclusion of many pages of additional information in the 


accounts, where the challenge is to spot the differences with the 


authority’s own financial statements..”; “The decision to produce 


group accounts should not be driven by materiality arithmetic but 


proper consideration of qualitative factors. “; “information could 


be provided much more effectively and at less expense by 
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providing prominently a concise but clear and comprehensive note 


setting out:   


o the companies and partnerships that the authority has an 


interest in   


o the resources committed by the authority to those entities, 


in the form of equity, loans, grants, contract awards, etc   


o the fair value of those interests   


o summary balance sheet and performance statement 


information for each entity (gross and following inter-group 


adjustments that would have been made if group accounts 


had been prepared)   


o the commitments and guarantees given by the authority 


(eg, deficit funding) to each entity that involve significant 


risks and/or rewards for the authority’s own finances. 


 


We suggest that if an authority were asked to mock up such a 


note that could then be placed alongside its group accounts 


and notes for comparison, then it would be clear to 


CIPFA/LASAAC how obstructive group accounts are to effective 


reporting of the implications of authorities’ involvements in 


companies and partnerships.”  [17 accounting consultant] 


 


 “None.  If users want more detail then users can refer to the 


single entity statements..” [24, treasury advisor, see also 29 


authority] 


 


 “Consideration should be made regarding disclosures in the 


context of the entity and the needs of the main or other 


stakeholders. There cannot be a one-size fits all approach.” [33 


treasurer society] 


 


 “The group accounts for councils with simple groups entities would 


be better served via increased disclosures within related parties 


and provide more insight into the business and financial standing 


of each company that is lost when consolidation takes place.” [37, 


authority] 


 


 “It would be useful if very high thresholds should be set before 


information is required to be presented in the format currently 


prescribed by the Code as producing a full set of group accounts 


does not add to the usefulness of the accounts as Local authorities 


do not operate in the same way as commercial entities. However, 


full group accounts are insisted upon by auditors because one or 


two of the potential adjustments have exceeded their materiality 


thresholds, leading to the inclusion of many pages of additional 


information in the accounts.” [42, authority] 


 


 


 


 


 


A2 Disclosure Assessment: Prior Period Disclosures  


Question 6. Do you agree with the adoption of the proposed FReM disclosure 


assessment questions in the Code? If not, why not? What alternatives 


would you suggest? 
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Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “The ITC quotes paragraphs 70 to 71 of the Practice Statement…… 


it is necessary to refer to paragraph 67 which draws a distinction 


between information in respect of amounts compared with 


narrative and descriptive information. It states that “IFRS 


Standards require an entity to present information in respect of 


the preceding period for all amounts reported in the current-


period financial statements. Furthermore, the Standards require 


the entity to provide prior-period information for narrative and 


descriptive information if it is relevant to understanding the 


current-period financial statements". Paragraphs 68 to 71 relate 


only to narrative and descriptive information. The example given 


at paragraph 71 of a detailed description of a legal dispute 


disclosed in a prior year not having to be reproduced in the 


current year would apply to local authorities. We also note that 


the proposed Code paragraph refers only to providing less prior 


period information. Paragraph 68 a) of the Practice Statement is 


clear that it may be necessary to provide in the current period 


more prior-period information than was provided in the prior-


period financial statements. In the interests of balance, the Code 


should reflect that point.” [3, audit body] 


 


 “Yes - Additional disclosures make the accounts less 


understandable than they currently are if that’s possible.” [6, 


authority] 


 


 “This seems reasonable as long as it does not nor dilute 


understanding of current year information.” [9, authority] 


 


 “It is felt this is most applicable to reserves note, PPE note and 


the MIRs disclosures” [11, authority] 


 


 “We agree in principle, however, the proposed narrative needs 


more context. We would suggest including in the Code a reference 


back to IFRS Practice Statement: Making Materiality Judgements 


paras 66-71 to provide that context. Otherwise, there may be a 


risk based on the proposed wording in the exposure draft of all 


prior year narrative being excluded. IAS 1.38 requires an entity to 


'include comparative information for narrative and descriptive 


information if it is relevant to understanding the current period's 


financial statements.'  The practice statement in para 68 also 


refers to 'Assessing whether prior‑period information is material to 


the current‑period financial statements might lead an entity to: 


(a) provide more prior‑period information than was provided in 


the prior‑period financial statements (see paragraph 70); or (b) 


provide less prior‑period information than was provided in the 


prior‑period financial statements (see paragraph 71).' The fact 


that more prior period information may be required than was 


provided in the previous year should also be reflected in the 


Code.” [12, audit firm] 


 


 “Agreed that prior period information can be summarised, as long 


as necessary information for users of the accounts is retained. 


Noted that this does not extend to numerical data unless 


specifically adapted in IFRS requirements.” [13, authority, also 


15, authority] 
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 “Areas it would be most applicable for include but are not limited 


to: The PPE note where the prior year comparative table could be 


removed as the current year note already includes the opening 


balance as at 1 April (only need disclosure if this has changed 


from the 31 March closing balance)” [18, authority], similar views 


also from 19 authority] 


 


  “If summarisation does not extend to numerical data then this 


would seem reasonable in that it would not impact on 


understandability of financial results being reported.” [24, 


treasury advisor] 


 


 “Agree with the option, though in practice, most prior year figures 


are useful as they are presented alongside the current year and 


show the difference between each year”.[26, authority] 


 


 “Yes based upon experience at [this Council] and local peers 


mainly around PPE re changes to asset lives, valuation changes 


not applied correctly and de-recognition errors, errors re debtors / 


creditors, reclassification of Financial Instruments” [27, authority] 


 


 “Yes the summarisation of prior period adjustment should be 


allowed to avoid the cluttering of statements and notes.”  [29, 


council partnership, reference to prior period adjustments also by 


30, authority] 


 


 “We also consider that it would be worthwhile clarifying in the 


Code's clarity and streamlining principles that this would only 


extend to numerical data where specific adaption of IFRS 


requirements has been made as noted in paragraph 28 of this 


ITC” [40, audit body] 


 


 “…..consider making it a specification that prior period information 


is only provided where it is necessary for users to understand the 


current period financial statements and to provide an exception 


where the information is not material and also in the Adjustments 


between Accounting Basis and Funding Basis note.” [42, 


authority] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 “If this is not applicable to numerical data, and we agree that it 


should not, then there seems little point in summarising it.” [22, 


authority] 


 


 “We agree that summarisation of prior year information should be 


permitted where appropriate, however it would have limited 


relevance to incorporate this if it specifically excluded numerical 


data, since the majority of prior period information is numerical.  


Instead we feel that the Code should simply incorporate the 


wording used in the Practice Statement regarding the principles to 


be applied, and leave account preparers and auditors to judge 


how it should be interpreted in specific cases.” [23, authority] 


 


 “If the previous year is for comparison purposes, then the 


comparison becomes more difficult if it is summarised” [41, 


authority] 
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Example 


Other 


Comments 


 “…IFRS Practice Statement …. about not reproducing the 


information contained in the prior period financial statements if 


this was not required to provide the necessary support for the 


current period financial statements. My experience is that this 


has not traditionally been a concern for local authorities, where 


prior year figures have usually been provided only to the extent 


needed to support current year figures. The proposed provision 


will therefore not be of much practical assistance if it supposed to 


mirror the Practice Statement. However, it will be helpful if it has 


been adapted to convey a general message that authorities can 


legitimately consider whether every current year figure has to be 


accompanied by a prior period comparative.  The accounts could 


be streamlined most effectively if authorities were given a 


discretion to determine where the provision of prior year figures 


would add no value or actually be misleading. Paragraph 8.2.4.2 


of the Code is unique in acknowledging that this would be the 


case for Provisions, where there is no necessary relationship 


between what happened last year and this year. But the principle 


could equally be applied to the note on adjustments between 


accounting and funding basis, where comparison between 


financial years has little prospect of providing any insights. It 


would be more constructive therefore: 


o  to consider making it a specification that prior period 


information is only provided where it is necessary for users 


to understand the current period financial statements 


o to provide an extension to paragraph 3.4.2.30 of the Code 


consistent with other reminders that authorities are 


permitted not to provide a specific disclosure if information 


is not material 


o to provide an exemption from prior period information for 


the Adjustments between Accounting Basis and Funding 


Basis note.”   [17, accounting consultant] 


 “…..particular areas of the accounts where the level of disclosure 


and the requirement to provide disclosures for previous years 


does not, in the opinion of the authority, provide any material 


benefit to the accounts or reader.  In particular the need to 


reproduce the full previous year data for Property Plant and 


Equipment,” [37, authority] 


 


 


B2 CAPITAL DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 7,8,9 


User Needs 


 


Example 


Comments 


Do the current capital related disclosures appropriately meet 


user needs? 


 


 “..should meet user needs if properly applied….not required to 


make a disclosure specified  by the accounting code if the 


information resulting from that disclosure is not material. ....In 


our experience, there is a tendency to include immaterial 


disclosures which can obscure material information.” [3, audit 


body] 


 


 “The analysis of PPE movements is quite useful as a working 


paper…. Could it be better summarised?  I do not think that all the 


detailed disclosures about measurement bases, depreciation 


methods by class and valuation dates are particularly useful (Code 


4.1.4.3.1). There is also little to be gained by disclosing 


contractual commitments (4.1.4.3 2), or future PFI 
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payments.”…..funding of the capital programme in year is of some 


interest and should be retained (4.1.4.3 5)).” I think the 


Investment Property disclosures are relevant only where 


Investment Properties constitute a significant share of the 


property portfolio (e.g. 20%) although this can be discussed and 


agreed with external auditors. I would suggest the same as 


regards Heritage Assets.” [5, authority] 


 


 “PPE note impossible for users and in fact practitioners to 


understand ….. in terms of cost benefit, adds no value to the 


accounts of an organisation, particularly where there may be little 


alternative use of the assets. The continued approach to DRC for 


specialised asset valuations remains difficult to understand…… The 


requirements of accounting for impairments and revaluations is 


extremely difficult to understand and this is for something that 


has limited or no bottom line impact. The PPE is unfortunately 


something used for accounting only and unfortunately does not 


support or incentivise better asset management in any way, which 


is a key requirement of the CIPFA Prudential Code.” [6, authority] 


 


 “… Code changes have introduced a lot of "big" figures to PPE and 


others which are reversed out. ….Does the inclusion of these 


disclosures, reversals and the accounting policies to try to explain 


what is happening -  help users of the accounts to understand 


what is going on?  … assets are not realisable (except surplus 


asssets) as they deliver services …..There is no impact on profit or 


loss recognised in LA accounts as it is reversed out. A more 


honest disclosure would be to say that the current value of land 


and buildings is theoretical as the service (school / social care) 


still needs to be provided locally.  The disposal of many of the 


assets such as academy schools would not generate any capital 


receipt.  The pre-occupation of auditors with these disclosures 


(and visiting the valuer to check the basis of valuations) is simply 


because the figures are big - even though they have no impact on 


reserves or how an authority has the resoures to deliver services 


in the future. …..  Did the eventual abandonment of HNA leave the 


Authority any poorer?  No. When schools become Academies and 


hundreds of millions of pounds of school assets are de-recognised 


from the Authority's balance sheet, a big loss is posted to CIES.  


Are taxpayers demanding a public inquiry? No.  Why - because 


these figures don't matter (they are really not material - even if 


they are quantitatively large). So when CIPFA promotes de-


cluttering and materiality but introduces more disclosures as a 


result of accounting standards then perhaps it should genuinely 


consider whether the Code requirements serve the needs of 


users.” [8, authority] 


 


 “..our treasury advisors have highlighted issues around 


information required from PPE notes to calculate our CFR..” [9, 


authority] 


 


 “yes” – indication disclosures are appropriate for user needs [10 


audit firm, see also 19 authority, 28 authority, 29 council 


partnership, 36 authority, 42 authority] 


 


 “Section 4.1.4.3.1 d-e PPE table could be summarised, table is 


very convoluted and not easy to reconcile, remove gross book 
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value and gross depreciation aspects to leave net book value 


analysis.  Heritage assets disclosure for non valued items also 


lacks value.” [11, authority] 


 


 “There is a large volume of PPE disclosures required due to the 


revaluation policy - refer to Q9 where we suggest CIPFA revisit its 


decision to prohibit the cost approach for PPE. Based on the 


current accounting policies, the disclosures required by the Code 


Chapter 4, in our view, are satisfactory. We see many authorities 


basing their disclosures on the example accounts in the Code 


guidance notes and therefore including all disclosures without 


assessing their materiality.” [12, audit firm] 


 


 “…a simple table showing the movement in net book value 


between years, i.e Additions; Disposals; Revaluation; 


Depreciation. …….. Users will also be interested in capital 


funding/financing as this impacts the balance on the general fund 


and thus future council tax decisions.     “  [13, authority, see also 


14 and 15 authorities] 


 


 “Not really. The attempt to use fair value to value the PPE assets 


seems to not address any primary user’s needs. Indeed it leads to 


confusion as impairments and reverse impairments are treated as 


though they are real losses and gains. The only users of the 


valuations are probably the auditors.” [16 authority] 


 


 “The current capital disclosures are lengthy and could be 


streamlined as highlighted above the prior year information could 


be summarised. To meet user needs.” [18 authority] 


 


 “Generally …useful and informative - with the exception of the 


IFRS 13 disclosures around Surplus and Investment Properties, 


especially the "quantitative information about FV measurement 


using significant unobservable inputs.  Comments have been 


received from the most senior Finance staff in the organisation 


and from our auditors questioning the need / relevance of the 


IFRS 13 disclosures in our accounts.” [20 authority] 


 


 “…..there are no specific disclosures of the significance of debt 


management costs in relation to authorities' overall revenue 


budgets. In addition there is no disclosure by type of capital 


expenditure. Increasingly capital expenditure is concentrating on 


revenue generation and invest to save schemes. We would have 


no objection to any disclosures that highlight this providing that 


prominence is also given to the additional revenue or savings 


generated to support the revenue budget.” [22 authority] 


 


 “…….. However we would note that the PPE disclosure is 


considerably more complicated than those required for investment 


properties, heritage assets and assets held for sale, typically 


requiring six tables rather than one. We would also note that 


disclosures relating to the fair value hierarchies are so technical as 


to be of little significance to a non-accountant.” [23 authority] 


 


 “……, we do not feel that disclosures relating to the revaluation of 


assets are particularly useful. As treasury management advisors, 


we use the PPE notes when trying to resolve discrepancies in an 
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authority’s CFR calculation.  It is key to note here that although 


the question refers to “capital disclosures”, the notes included do 


not include all items that are in fact capital expenditure.  This is a 


real frustration for us when trying to look at an authority’s CFR 


from the Balance Sheet.”  [24, treasury advisor]  


 


 “We have a disclosure table following a paragraph on 


measurement bases, which splits out assets carried at historic 


cost and current value. There are already some Council’s that 


don’t include this table – don’t think this table is really required” 


[26, authority] 


 


 “Certain adjustments required by the Code appear to add no value 


to the accounts preparer or user in particular the requirement to 


maintain historic data in order to calculate the historic cost 


depreciation adjustment.” [26 authority] 


 


 “…Yes, meeting the requirements of the code is necessary but 


should these be shown in the working papers with the final 


accounts showing a summary position. Do we start with opening 


net book value, show additions, depreciation net, impairments 


net, revaluation changes net and reclassifications and de-


recognition to show closing net book value?  …..  The audit opinion 


can then state that capital expenditure and PPE values have been 


calculated correctly and in line with the code and that the current 


net book value has been derived correctly.” [27 Authority] 


 


 “Movement on Balances on PPE note is required but feel that not 


all the detailed rows are required and could be summarised. 


Additionally, can a consistent approach be adopted for Local 


Government bodies for Capital Grants Unapplied and Capital 


Grants Receipts in Advance, as there are different interpretations 


for meeting the grant terms and conditions.” [30, authority] 


 


 “The current disclosures are of significant detail and complexity to 


provide the require material elements of capital. ….non-


accountant users of the accounts need support in understanding 


the disclosures.” [31 authority, see also 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “..it would be extremely useful if CIPFA considered the wording in 


the Code regarding the five year rolling programme and the need 


not to be materially misstated at 31st March.  “ [32 authority] 


 


 “…..the disclosure note on Movement in Housing Stock.  This is a 


useful additional disclosure that provides context to the Capital 


Related Disclosures. Disclosure around Investment Property would 


be an example of a disclosure that helps users understand the 


accounts.” [33 treasurer society] 


 


 “We believe current capital related disclosures do meet user 


needs, when considered in conjunction with materiality with the 


exception of the Infrastructure (Highways) asset class. The 


current cost model for measuring infrastructure asset is not 


indicative of its service potential value to the authority.”  [34 


authority] 
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 “….hard to envisage which users of the accounts might be 


interested in some of the Fair Value disclosures around hierarchy 


levels, movements between levels, valuation sensitivity estimates, 


etc?”  [35 authority] 


 


 “…..The council produces a note to the account that …… permits 


easier reconciliation with other notes and shows the net effect of 


those transactions [on PPE].  we have to also produce the Code 


version of the note thereby duplicating the information”…” What 


would be helpful would be a reconciliation of the capital financing 


requirement with what it is represented by eg PFI’s, debt, internal 


borrowing to demonstrate how much real borrowing has not yet 


been undertaken.”  ..” notes on the of lease payments particularly 


in relation to PFI’s of use as they show the future liabilities the 


council is exposed to.  The breakdown of the payments over a 5 


years period is considered too detailed and unnecessary.” ….”  


Investment Property –…… It would be useful if the information 


was held in a single place rather than duplicated.  One 


consideration would be to permit the accounts to have hyperlinks 


within it to take readers to the TM report rather than replicating 


the information in the statement.”   “Held for Sale – This is seen 


as simply an accounting exercise and adds little value to the 


accounts.”.. “Heritage Assets –The council see no value in holding 


this information on the balance sheet.….This is not to say that the 


council should not record them ,value them for insurance 


purposes and ensure their safe keeping, this however should be 


done outside of the accounts.”  [37, authority] 


 


 “Broadly yes, but the complexity in general means that some of 


the details and connections will only be appreciated by the 


preparer and auditor. The disclosures required on fair value have 


added another layer of complexity for the reader.”  [39, authority] 


 


 “The current disclosures are complex and often lead to errors. We 


consider that the current capital disclosures are too detailed and 


complicated to appropriately meet user needs. This is especially 


the case given that the statutory adjustments ensure that most 


capital transactions are not accounted for in the council/general 


fund. These adjustments in themselves add to the complexity of 


the accounts” [40, audit body] 


 


 “The information provided within the accounts re PPE is very 


technical - and too much detail - ……. Perhaps some readers will 


be interested in depreciation/ impairment at highest level / 


movements in categories, but current levels of detail seem too 


much and too complex.” [41 authority]     


 


Resource 


Implications 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


What are the resource implications of the current capital 


related disclosure requirements, and where do you consider 


that attention should be focused on ensuring appropriate cost-


benefit balance? 


 


 “Resources should be directed towards ensuring disclosures 


meet the needs of users” [3 audit body] 


 


 “Whilst much of the above figurework is required in order to 


close the accounts and comply with code accounting 
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requirements, some resource saving would be made if the 


disclosure requirements were rescinded or were not as 


detailed as indicated above.” [5 authority] 


 


 “More attention should be given to the statutory disclosures of 


capital transactions and the CFR rather than PPE asset 


valuation and movements. The disclosures for PPE are time 


consuming and add no value when they have to be reversed 


out of the accounts or are adjustments to unusable reserves. 


Focus on CFR movements and trends rather than figures in 


respect of PPR that add little value to the user…. The resource 


requirements of valuation teams is also an important 


consideration for finance teams” [6 authority] 


 


 “The current disclosures require significant resources to ensure 


completion and compliance. Focus should be on information 


required by statute with authorities able to determine what 


other information adds to the story being told in the 


Accounts.” [9 authority] 


 


 “The main resource implications of the current capital 


accounting system arise from the fact that "current" value is 


used. …… Therefore, unless CIPFA wish change the valuation 


method, which would add a qualification to WGA the disclosure 


requirements would need to be unchanged.” [10 audit firm] 


 


 “There is current compliance with the capital disclosures but it 


would be beneficial to closedown and understanding of the 


reader to simplify these requirements.  In addition the 


additional disclosures proposed for IFRS16 bring a new level of 


complexity and disclosure with limited benefit.” [11 authority] 


 


 “We consider CIPFA/LASAAC is best placed to make any 


cost/benefit considerations for any proposed interpretations 


and adaptations in their role of preparing and issuing the 


Accounting Code as they have a detailed understanding of the 


relevance of the balances and transactions including who is 


most likely to use them and for what purpose.”  [12 audit 


firm] 


 


 “Asset valuations for accounting purposes are currently costly 


to obtain from qualified valuers and are rarely used for 


operational reasons. Periodic valuations aligned with 


operational asset management activity would meet the needs 


of users as long as the last date of valuation is disclosed. ……. 


specifically allowing a periodic approach to asset valuation in 


the code would avoid conflicting views of materiality in this 


respect.” [13 authority, see also 14, 15 authorities]    


 


 “The resource required to cater for the PPE valuation, 


recording revaluation reserve, impairment and impairment 


reversal is high ………………. Considering all the UK authorities’ 


efforts for very little use it seems an area that could be shorn 


with no real loss of useable information..” [16 authority] 


 


 “The preparation of the capital disclosures is probably one of 


the most time consuming areas within the accounts. A 
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significant issue is the time it takes to get a valuation and 


process it.  Therefore it would be helpful if there was some 


guidance which would allow for a valuation at any time in the 


year and able to provide a letter of comfort to confirm the 


values haven't changes as at 31 March therefore allowing the 


valaution and a number of capital disclosures to be prepared 


earlier in the year and be less time pressured at year end 


allowing focus/resources for other areas of the accounts” [18 


authority] 


 


 “Not much as most fall out of the Asset Register” [19 


authority] 


 


 “…. approximately 3 FTE are involved in producing the capital 


elements of the accounts, including disclosures, over a 


significant time period.  There are additional costs specifcally 


associated with producing the IFRS 13 disclosures as our 


external valuers have to provide additional information for 


these (i.e fair value hierarchy level, valuation technique, 


unobservable inputs and quantitative information in relation to 


these).  This is additional work for the valuers and therefore 


attracts a real cost on the contract.  This element is not priced 


separately so cannot be quantified. In view of the irrelevance 


of the IFRS13 disclosures as outlined in answer to question 7) 


above, it is not good value for money spending resources to 


obtain this information.”   [20 authority] 


 


 “There are already differences between the reporting 


requirements of the annual accounts and that of other 


statutory returns which is not just confined to capital 


disclosures. Greater consistency of the reporting requirements 


of these returns would be beneficial.”  [22 authority] 


 


 “These disclosures are time-consuming to produce. One item 


in particular is the split of impairment between the Revaluation 


Reserve and charges to services. We would also note that the 


requirements of WGA to provide information on land 


separately from buildings is onerous” [23 authority] 


 


 “Capital disclosures are time consuming and the statutory 


reversal of many items in the reserves means that many of 


these have limited value to users.  We believe that attention 


should be focused more on showing the statutory position of 


capital transactions. “ [24 treasury advisor] 


 


 “The most resource intensive part of the capital disclosures is 


the Property, Plant and Equipment note where we show all the 


movements in the year. This work will still be required even if 


the disclosures were to be changed.” [25 authority] 


 


 “Current resource requirements are manageable. Any major 


changes to the Code of Practice, i.e. the recent proposal to 


account for infrastructure assets on a current cost basis 


(Highways Network Assets) would have placed a significant 


burden on Local Authority account preparers and valuers.” [26 


authority] 
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 “The resource implications themselves are not onerous in 


producing the disclosures given that the statement of accounts 


has already been compiled and requires little changes other 


than the current set of values for the year in question and any 


changes brought about by code updates e.g IFRS 9. The 


biggest use of resources is recoding and analysing the 


transactions etc. in line with the Code and this we do not want 


to change.” [27 authority] 


 


 “There is an emphasis on providing detail around areas that 


are reversed out under statute…… Much resource is therefore 


spent disclosing information that adds no benefit to the 


general reader of the accounts who is seeking to establish 


value for money and consumption of financial resources.” [28 


authority] 


 


 “The current capital disclosures are very time consuming with 


the number of statutory reversals. Proving that the carrying 


value of assets (not formally valued in the year) are not 


materially different from their fair value is particularly onerous. 


The approach to this by different auditors is also inconsistent.” 


[29 council partnership] 


 


 “Capital accounting is a complex area of accounting that 


requires significant resource. The production of capital 


disclosures is further complicated by the local government 


requirement to separately identify the impact on the tax 


payer, thus increasing the pull-on resources. Any deviation in 


disclosure e.g. account discourse between statement of 


accounts, WGA and RO/RA returns places significant strain on 


resources due to the complexity of the underlying workings. 


The most resource consuming disclosures relate to revaluation 


of capital. …... Even if the disclosure is concluded to be 


immaterial to the reader the ground work to evidence such a 


conclusive can be as extensive or more so than other 


disclosures.  Any change in reporting requirement will 


consume significant additional resources and an assessment 


would need to be undertaken on the cost/benefit of such a 


change.” [31 authority, see also 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “Capital disclosures are time consuming and the statutory 


reversal of many items in the reserves means that many of 


these have limited value to users. We believe that attention 


should be focused more on showing the statutory position of 


capital transactions.”  [32 authority] 


 


 “We believe the resource implications of the current capital 


related disclosures are commensurate with the benefit to the 


user. Greater focus should be afforded to the Infrastrucure 


asset class, as the values being reported are not indicative of 


service potential.” [34 authority] 


 


 “The most resource-intensive (and therefore costly) process in 


preparing the PPE disclosures is the valuation of non-current 


assets.  This incurs months of work each year in our Property 


Department. For the most part, these are DRC valuations 


……………….. the Code seems to place an unnecessary burden 
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on authorities and auditors in seeking a balance sheet 


assurance that is overblown. Annual valuations of fair value 


assets are reasonable, but an alternative approach to other 


valuations is needed.  The existing requirements of the Code 


have made the idea of a "rolling 5 year programme" a 


redundant phrase. The ITC mentions other requirements under 


this heading.  The completion of the WGA should be exactly in 


line with the production of an authority's statement of 


accounts, rather than a new conundrum to be solved.  In an 


ideal world, the same working paper(s), completed once, 


would generate both outputs.  This should be the goal of those 


shaping the requirements of the financial statements and the 


WGA.” [35 authority] 


 


 “Treasury Accountant updates and reconciles information 


required for disclosure during the year as it would be too 


onerous to produce the information required as part of the 


year end process where timescales are tight. It takes 


approximately 2 weeks to reconcile and collate all of the 


required data.” [36 authority] 


 


 “Significant resource required to produce revaluations 


adjustments and disclosures, both terms of both staff time and 


financial costs for procuring external experts. With pressures 


from audit on assets that weren't valued in current financial 


year, resource pressure likely to increase with the need for 


desktops or shorter valuation cycle.” [38 authority] 


 


 “Any change will have an implication for resources - even to 


simplify in the first year as the ITC has noted. Majority of 


resources consumed in completing the accounts in first place 


….. additional lines in the PPE note to partially explain some of 


the finer points that are ultimately confusing to the reader.” 


[39 authority] 


 


 “Feedback from our audit teams suggests that the capital 


disclosures represent a significant element of the resources 


required for preparation of accounts. This is also an area 


where auditors commonly encounter issues e.g. accounting 


errors” [40 audit body] 


 


 “There are no major resource implications for these disclosures 


as these calculations are done anyway to generate the 


accounts.” [41 authority] 


 


 “Currently we have one full time member of staff within 


Finance who works directly with the Valuers. However, more 


resource was required whilst working on the audit this year 


due to auditors insisting heritage assets should be valued 


every 5 years, despite this not being stated in the code and 


they insisted Council Dwellings required valuations to be 


carried out as at 31 March, despite this not adding any value 


to the accounts. “ [42 authority] 
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Adaptation & 


Interpretatio


n 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


 


Are there grounds to further adapt or interpret the capital 


related disclosure requirements for local government 


circumstances? 


 


 “We have not identified any need to adapt or interpret IFRS for 


capital disclosures. However, consideration should be given to 


adapting IFRS recognition and measurement requirements with a 


view to minimising or even eliminating statutory adjustments.” [3 


audit body] 


 


 “I would encourage broader measures of materiality relative to 


the size of the property portfolio before requiring disclosures” [5 


authority] 


 


 “Additional disclosure to identify Capital Loans to third parties or 


similar investments treated as capital expenditure” [6 authority] 


 


 “when CIPFA promotes de-cluttering and materiality but 


introduces more disclosures as a result of accounting standards 


then perhaps it should genuinely consider whether the Code 


requirements serve the needs of users.” [8 authority] 


 


 “Capital disclosures are time consuming and the statutory reversal 


of many items in the reserves means that they have limited value 


to some users.  Scope for authorities to review these and assess 


what key areas should be highlighted along with statutory 


disclosures can only be to the users benefit. “ [9 authority, see 


also 28 authority] 


 


 “No, see 8 Disclosure changes should also consider the changes 


made to ISA540. Although primarily focussed on a more robust 


audit approach to understand and develop focussed audit 


procedures, there will also be a focus on the appropriateness of 


management reporting concerning key estimates.” [10 audit firm] 


 


 “We recommend that CIPFA revisit its decision to prohibit the cost 


approach to the application of IAS 16/Ch 4.1 Property, Plant and 


Equipment.  Revaluing property provides useful information for 


decisions on the potential benefits of holding or selling/relocating. 


As public sector bodies are generally not able to, or otherwise do 


not relocate, there is limited benefit in the information provided 


by such revaluations. As a consequence of accounting for PPE at 


cost, the capital disclosures would reduce as the revaluation 


disclosures would no longer be required.” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “a simple table showing the movement in net book value between 


years…[and]…Periodic valuations aligned with operational asset 


management activity would meet the needs of users as long as 


the last date of valuation is disclosed” [13 authority, see also 


14,15 authorities, re the first point on PPE table see also 30 


authority] 


 


 “It may aid understanding if the starting point [of the PPE table] 


was opening net book value, then a list of the adjustments and 


closing net book value as these are the balances that appear on 


the Balance Sheet.  The nature of the asset holding disclosure 


does not add significant information to the user of the accounts. 
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.The revaluaton programme disclosure which shows the progress 


of the Council's revaluation programme does not add information 


to the accounts…..” [18 authority] 


 


 “Local Government should be exempted from the IFRS 13 


disclosures where relating to property.” [20 authority] 


 


 “There are other balances that are statutorily treated as capital, 


such as certain investments, that could also be disclosed as 


capital.” [22 authority, similar views by 24 treasury advisor]] 


 


 “Current arrangements meet the needs of users.” [26 authority, 


see also 19 authority, 27 authority, 34 authority, 36 authority] 


 


 “The infrastructure assets information (without Highways Network 


Asset implementation) does not add value to the user. The degree 


of componentisation of PPE due to discretion over materiality 


thresholds leads to inconsistency between authorities.” [29 council 


partnership] 


 


 “A General steer on the minimum disclosure required by an 


average authority would be a welcome starting point for making 


this professional judgement.” [31 authority] 


 


 “the PPE disclosures should have regard to what is truly 


meaningful in a local authority context, rather than the absolute 


amounts being reported, or to how similar balance sheet values 


might be used in a non-government context (e.g. for ratio 


analysis and investment decisions).” [35 authority] 


 


 “ [Summarised PPE table suggested] …  The emphasis in the 


accounts needs to move to budgeted accounting that links to and 


aligns with the budget and consequent council tax that the council 


raises…..the budget figures should have primacy in the statement 


and financial accounting numbers become a note to the account.” 


[37 authority] 


 


 “A reduction in the detail required in the main PPE reconciliation 


note would be helpful for the non technical reader (but full details 


still to be maintained for audit purposes). The fair value 


disclosures for investment property have added a layer of 


complexity with questionable relevance to reader. Also require 


considerable input by valuer and accountant.” [39 authority] 


 


 “We consider there are grounds for further adaptation or 


interpretation of the capital related disclosure requirements for 


local government as the capital accounting entries are not 


ultimately accounted for in the council/general fund as they are 


reversed out into the Capital Adjustment account. In some cases, 


the disclosures simply add to the length and obscurity of the 


accounts. For example, specification of the valuation bases for 


different classes of assets. In most cases, the explanations 


provided would be meaningless to users and could be replaced 


with reference to valuation bases as set out in the Code. 


Interested parties could then refer to the Code for more detailed 


explanation” [40 audit body] 
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 “[regarding frequency of valuation required for heritage assets 


and reliance on 5 year rolling programme]..  Could these 


requirements be clearer in the Code?”  [42 authority] 


 


 


 


B3 PENSIONS DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 10,11,12 


User Needs 


 


Example 


Comments 


Do the current pensions related disclosures appropriately 


meet user needs? 


 


 “The relevance of IAS 19 disclosures to users in the public sector 


is questionable, particularly in view of the different assumptions 


compared with the triennial review and the fact that the annual 


IAS 19 assessment is not connected to contributions.” [3 audit 


body] 


 


 “.Probably not. The standard is very prescriptive and with figures 


being based on conditions that exist purely at a specified date, 


these can prove to be very volatile. A better measure is the 


Pension Fund valuation on which contribution rates are based as 


this can take a longer term, more nuanced view and is a better 


reflection of the extent to which future contribution rates may be 


subsidised or increased. I do not consider the disclosure of future 


cash flows to be helpful (6.4.3.42 13)).” [5, authority] 


 


 “Difficult to understand and volume of disclosures make 


understanding for user and practitioners who may not be familiar, 


difficult. Consider limiting disclosure to key notes that help 


understand performance and overall liability rather than actuarial 


assumptions etc.” [6 authority] 


 


 “Lots of big figures that don't affect usable reserves.  ……… Do 


these disclosures help users understand what is going on or do 


these big variances to the CIES obscure the position?  That is why 


the EFA was introduced  …….. What is the key information 


regarding Pensions:  What is the net liability …..What is the 


movement in the net liability - and what are the reasons for this 


movement? What are the key actuarial assumptions and disclose 


any key changes and reasons (in plain English)? How will future 


employer contributions be affected? This will help to declutter and 


provide a useful explanation for users of the accounts.” [8 


authority] 


 


 “Information relating to pensions is a snapshot at a point in time 


and can vary drastically year on year so current disclosures whilst 


extensive are necessary to present context around the numbers 


included in the statements” [9 authority] 


 


 “Paragraph 6.4.3.42 (8) could be replaced by a requirement to 


identify the percentage share of the Pension Fund assets and a 


reference to where the accounts of the Pension Fund can be 


reviewed to assess the types of assets in which the authority has 


a share.” [10 audit firm] 


 


 “6.4.3.42 6)7)8) all too detailed.  It is felt that the CIES and MIRS 


disclosures are not required to aid readers understanding.  The 
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reconciliation of scheme assets and liabilities is also not adding 


particular value.” [11 authority] 


 


 “Pensions disclosures are important so that users can identify and 


understand the amounts in the accounts ……………………………. The 


disclosures required by the Code section 6.4, in our view, are 


satisfactory and are in line with IAS 19 requirements.” [12 audit 


firm] 


 


 “…… a good case can be made that many of the pensions 


disclosures add unnecessary levels of detail, and reduce the focus 


on the key messages…IAS19 accounting adjustments do not 


impact the general fund and are not used for decision making.  


For the principal users of the accounts it is hard to argue that 


these enable a better understanding of the authority's financial 


position.  In our view, the only disclosure required is to support 


the EFA.[accounts note example cited]   However, users of the 


accounts will be interested in the performance of relevant pension 


funds and the statement of accounts could sign post users to 


other sources. Disclosure of future cash flows can be considered in 


the narrative report, but should not be a requirement of backward 


looking statutory accounts.” [13 authority, see also 14 and 15 


authorities] 


 


 “Yes” [appropriately meet user needs[ [16 authority, also 19 


authority, 29 council partnership; 34, 35 , 39 42 authorities] 


 


 “There is considerable information in the pension disclosure which 


may cloud the readers/users understanding.  For example in the 


Councils financial statements there is currently one and a half 


pages on the characteristics/risks before the figures are 


disclosed.” [18 authority] 


 


 “Generally the pension related disclosures are useful and 


informative.  The presentation meets the auditors needs.  


However, pensions is a complex area and therefore unsure how 


easy it is for the reader to understand.  Comments have never 


been received from readers of the accounts requesting for more 


clarity or information in respect of the pensions disclosure but this 


shouldn't be seen as an indication that the reader is 


understanding the disclosure.” [20 authority] 


 


 “The current disclosures are technically complex which makes 


them difficult for the average reader to understand.” [22 


authority, similar view expressed by 28 authority] 


 


 “The major challenge in relation to pension figures and disclosures 


is to explain why the figures in the accounts are so different from 


the figures produced by the triennial reviews. It could be argued 


that users' main need is to understand the implications for future 


pension contribution rates ….. IAS19 based accounting is of 


limited help with this. The Code requires extensive disclosures 


around actuarial assumptions, and whilst we appreciate that this 


is simply following IFRS, it is unlikely that these disclosures would 


be useful to anyone other than actuaries.” [23, authority] 
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 “We feel that these disclosures are too detailed and are not really 


sure if the users of the Accounts will fully understand what it is 


saying. Could some of the information be removed e.g. the 


breakdown of assets between markets and non-markets. Do we 


need to include all the information on significant assumptions as it 


strikes us as a bit inconsistent with other areas of the accounts 


(e.g. asset valuations). There is little information to be gained 


here – to get a better understanding the user would be better 


looking at Pension Fund Accounts. The most important disclosures 


are those which detail the charges to the CIES and these should 


be kept.” [25 authority] 


 


 “Now that the (Welsh) Pension Fund Accounts are separate, there 


could be more clarity on the information included in the Statement 


of Accounts. Currently, much of the pension fund disclosure is 


duplicated and a link to the pension statement of accounts could 


be acceptable as a way of sharing this information.” [26 authority] 


 


 “There is too much information recorded that is superfluous, what 


benefit is there in knowing the assumptions used by the actuary 


or how funds are invested, surely knowing that the actuary 


undertakes the assessment based upon assumptions is enough 


and do we need to show sensitivity information?” [27 authority] 


 


 “We feel that the IAS 19 disclosures are too onerous given that 


they do not impact upon the General Fund reserves of a local 


authority.” [30 authority] 


 


 “Pension disclosure are complex, and potential have a greater 


user interest than other sections of accounts, with practitioners, 


employer, employees, general public and commentators being the 


key users. The need of the users and the technical accounting 


requirements requires carful balancing as per capital disclosure. 


The current disclosures strike a balance between complex 


disclosures and user’s needs.” [31 authority, see also 33 treasurer 


society] 


 


 “…. we question how understandable / useful they are to the 


reader. The more important issue is that the disclosures do not 


reflect the true outstanding net liabilities on the fund and are 


therefore misleading to the reader. …..the basis used for 


calculating the liability under IAS 19 differs from the basis that the 


actuary uses [comparison made of IAS 19 figure £900m compared 


to funding valuation £340m net liabilities]. Overstating the 


liabilities in this way cannot be helpful to the reader and is 


certainly not helpful to the council from a political perspective. The 


public sector is often criticised for its 'gold plated' pension 


schemes and this disclosure only further exacerbates the issue. 


….. Perhaps a disclosure based on the actuary’s own assessment 


of the 'funded position' at year end would better reflect the actual 


liability, and subsequent call on council tax, for LG? …… If this 


approach is not acceptable, an alternative would be for the 


Government's actuary to publish a standard set of assumptions / 


discount rates etc. to be applied for accounts' purposes, much like 


it does in assessing the 'funding levels' of each pension fund on its 


own basis……. If one of these approaches were to be adopted, 


audit adjustments for material movements arising during the audit 
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resulting from updates to the initial estimates used to prepare the 


accounts  could be justified due the subsequent impact on local 


taxation. However under the current assessment basis, the 


liability in the accounts does not reflect the actuarial assessment 


of the Fund's position, so adjusting this figure for updates to 


actual asset returns provides little value and is unlikely to affect 


the readers' interpretation of the information.” [32 authority] 


 


 “The disclosure provides information on both assets and liabilities 


but usefulness to user of accounts depends on the user and their 


knowledge of pension related items and terminology.” [36 


authority” 


 


 “The assumption and investment details contained in the accounts 


are over complex in non-pension entity accounts…” [37 authority] 


 


 “We consider that the current pensions disclosures are too 


detailed and complicated to appropriately meet user needs. This is 


especially the case given that the IAS 19 entries are not 


accounted for in the council/general fund as they are reversed out 


into the pension reserve. Consequently, we consider that there is 


scope to rationalise these disclosures. Further details are provided 


in our response to question 12.” [40 audit body] 


 


 “The level of detail provided is currently far too detailed and 


technical - not sure which user requires this level of detail - 


technical information could be provided on a website with link 


provided & just summarised. The level of detail almost certainly 


detracts from the purpose of the note and is not as transparent as 


it should be. Readers will see the mass of detail and not read.” 


[41 authority] 


 


Resource 


Implications 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


What are the resource implications of the current pensions 


related disclosure requirements, and where do you consider 


that attention should be focused on ensuring appropriate cost-


benefit balance? 


 


 “The cost of obtaining an actuarial assessment each year can 


be significant. Given that this annual assessment is not 


connected to contributions coupled with the need for statutory 


adjustments, there is scope for savings by dispensing with the 


requirement for the annual assessment. The financial 


statements could simply reflect the liabilities at the most 


recent triennial review. There would however be some 


disclosures to explain known significant movements between 


valuations” [3 audit body] 


 


 “This is expensive in terms of getting the information from the 


actuary (between £1k and £4k p.a.). The pensions disclosure 


accounts for 7% of the total statement of accounts and can be 


quite labour intensive to produce – especially where 


employees belong to more than one pension scheme.” [5 


authority, actuary costs also referenced by 30 authority] 


 


 “Resources are required to provide actuaries with information 


to then produce an IAS 19 report.  Big figures are posted to 


CIES and then reversed out again through the MIRS and more 
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narrative added to try to explain what is happening.” [8 


authority] 


 


 “Much of the disclosure information currently required comes 


directly from the Pension Report provided by actuary to the 


particular pension scheme and authorities rely on this 


expertise and information to populate the notes to their 


Accounts” [9 authority, similar comments from 20, 23, 26, 27, 


29, 35,36  authorities] 


 


 “The resource implications are obviously time based in terms 


of completing and checking the numerous disclosures but also 


the external cost of the actuary providing the data.” [11 


authority] 


 


 “..We consider CIPFA/LASAAC is best placed to make any 


cost/benefit considerations for any proposed interpretations 


and adaptations in their role of preparing and issuing the 


Accounting Code..” [12 Audit firm] 


 


 “In light of the response to Q10 above it would be a cost 


benefit to the public if time spent preparing the accounts could 


be focussed on disclosures that are of benefit to the principal 


users of the accounts, with signposting to separately published 


pension fund information where further detail can be found. If 


the proposals in Q10 were implemented the number of pages 


prepared, reconciled, reviewed by management, audited and 


read by Audit Committee members and other users could be 


reduced by around 7 -  10%” [13 authority, see also 14, 15 


authorities, similar comment on focus on more relevant 


disclosures by 30 authority] 


 


 “These disclosures are time consuming and the bulk of that 


work would still be required for calculating the movements in 


the year but there would be some savings if some of the minor 


disclosures were removed.” [25, authority] 


 


 “…There are additional costs associated with recalculating 


pension liabilities and obligations through responding to issue 


such as McCloud.” [27 authority, similar comment by 29 


authority] 


 


 “Major resource implications especially when last minute 


revisions are required, e.g. as a result of scheme audit or 


change to liability assessments (McCloud). The user is 


interested in the annual and future costs of pensions to UK 


taxpayers as a whole, through central government support 


and to the local taxpayer as a charge to the general fund. 


More emphasis should be provided to funding rather than 


actuarial detail.” [28, authority] 


 


 “…… accounting for adjustments within cost of service lines 


can be complex and absorbs the most resources. Deviation in 


disclosure e.g. account discourse between statement of 


accounts, WGA and RO/RA returns places can place strain on 


resources due to the complexity of the underlying workings. 


Due to user requirements disclosures for pensions have lower 
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thresholds of materiality and many disclosures are material in 


nature. Therefore, there is limited judgement to be applied in 


determining if a disclosure will be materiality to the user.” [31 


authority, see also 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “Further to the answer for question 10 and given the current 


IAS 19 assessment does not reflect the true net liabilities of 


the fund, time spent recommissioning the actuary and 


reworking all the disclosures and associated / interlinked note, 


to reflect actual asset returns which were unavailable when 


the accounts were prepared using estimates, does not deliver 


value for money.” [32 authority] 


 


 “As most of the detail is provided by the Pension Fund actuary, 


there are no significant resource implications with the pension 


disclosure requirements. Focus should be on the financial 


impact to the Council Tax payer as a result of the pension 


schemes, rather than the IAS19 entries that are ultimately 


reversed out to an unsable reserve.” [34 authority] 


 


 “Problems continue to persist due to the requirement to value 


the fund at the balance sheet date and the requirement to 


produce accounts by the end of May.  ……………..  This is 


overlaid by the delays in deciding the implications of Pension 


fund revaluation due to McCloud/Sergeant which further 


incurred costs and amended the accounts.  One calls into 


question what the relevance of the valuation is given the large 


annual movements that take place, see movements below, 


that simply move in and out of the pensions reserve.” [37 


authority] 


 


 “Significant resource is applied to Pension IAS 19 disclosures, 


not only within the authority but with the purchase of external 


actuaries to provide estimates. The process is manageable but 


with uncertainty in the markets the value of the Pension Fund 


can then change between 31st march and the audit of the 


accounts, meaning that external audit request changes to the 


accounts, which would not impact on the user of the accounts. 


The changes are based on the monetary value of materiality 


as assessed by the auditor rather than a users materiality.” 


[38 authority] 


 


 “Costs related to the work of the Actuary are significant and 


can rise significantly if additional work is requested eg McCloud 


judgement.” [39 authority] 


 


 “As noted above, we consider that attention should be focused 


on reducing the current pensions note disclosures in the 


context that the IAS 19 entries are transferred into the 


pension reserve from the council/general fund…..” [40 audit 


body] 


 


 “The info provided comes from external - therefore not 


resource intensive - however too much info for user - 


concentrate on main assumptions & forecasts of assets/ 


liabilities / liabilities as % or assets - the reader can get 


information regarding investments/ breakdown of costs in 
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valuations elsewhere - spfo website or include a link as above 


to council website” [41 Authority] 


 


 “There were difficulties agreeing an approach with auditors 


this year in relation to the McCloud Judgement, as they 


wanted an adjustment made to the accounts.” [41, authority] 


 


Adaptation & 


Interpretatio


n 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


 


Are there grounds to further adapt or interpret the pensions 


related disclosure requirements for local government 


circumstances? 


 


 “….As indicated above, we consider there is merit in adapting IAS 


19 to dispense with the annual assessment by actuaries.” [3 audit 


body] 


 


 “Consideration could be given to stripping out as many of the 


accounting disclosures as possible, highlighting statutory 


accounting requirements for local authority pension funds. The 


constant accounting/funding issues and reconciling entries cannot 


help the understanding of any user.” [5 authority] 


 


 “Is CIPFA bold enough to only require disclosures that have any 


real impact?  If an entry has to be reversed out to prevent any 


impact on usable reserves then what is its usefulness?” [8 


authority, similar views from 30, 32 authorities 


 


 “…. There may be benefit in standardising the presentation for 


authorities who do not administer a pension fund, referring users 


to the main pension fund’s accounts directly” [9 authority] 


 


 “CIPFA/LASAAC should be mindful of the changes made to 


ISA 540. The auditing standard will require these 


disclosures to be audited under the new more robust 


standard and therefore CIPFA/LASAAC should be mindful of this 


when considering what disclosure changes to bring in. Although 


ISA 540 is primarily focussed on a more robust audit approach to 


understand and develop focussed audit procedures, there will 


also be a focus on the appropriateness of management 


reporting concerning key estimates.” [10 audit firm] 


 


 “It is felt the wording sections of the disclosures assist the reader 


but it is the number of number disclosures required that it is felt 


don't add value.” [11 authority] 


 


 “we believe that the disclosure requirements are satisfactory and 


would not propose any adaptations or interpretations.” [12 audit 


firm] 


 


 “…… a good case can be made that many of the pensions 


disclosures add unnecessary levels of detail, and reduce the focus 


on the key messages..” [13, see also 14,15 ] 


 


 “The analysis of the Pension Fund's assets could be omitted as 


information such as this could be identified from the Pension Fund 


accounts.  It does not have any impact on reader/user decisions 


and the Council does not have any direct control over how the 
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pension fund assets are invested as this is a decision made 


directly by the Pension Fund.” [18 authority] 


 


 “No grounds for adaptation or interpretation.” [20 authority, 


similar comments from 29 council partnership, 31, 33,36  


authorities,] 


 


 “Consideration could be given to whether information which is 


already disclosed for schemes as a whole (for example in relation 


to the assets held) in pension fund accounts could simply be 


referred to in local authorities' accounts. This would be supported 


by the fact that the pension fund accounts also fall within the 


remit of the Code” [23 authority] 


 


 “I think the main issue with the pension disclosure is that the 


statutory accounting arrangements are too complex for the users 


to be able to understand. As with other areas, most users just 


want to know how the costs are met from budget, rather than the 


accounting adjustments required by legislation. The current 


position means that the pension disclosure can skew the Income 


and Expenditure Statement quite radically, year on year, with the 


reversal of this cost disclosed elsewhere in the accounts not being 


easy for users to understand.” [26 authority] 


 


 “References  and links could be made to the scheme accounts so a 


user interested in the detailed breakdown of scheme assets, 


actuarial liabilities and actuarial assumptions could be  directed 


there. Focus on a summary movement in net asset/liability and a 


breakdown of the actual cost of pensions chargeable to taxation 


should suffice for the reader.” [28 authority] 


 


 “Given the IAS19 adjustments in Local Government (and the 


aforementioned use of a Pensions Reserve), greater transparency 


should be given to the pension costs ultimately being funded by 


local residents. Possibly including more details of the authorities 


pension costs, rather than simply reporting the cost for the 


subsequent year.” [34 authority] 


 


 “The assumption and investment details contained in the accounts 


are over complex in non-pension entity accounts,…” [37 authority] 


 


 “We consider there are grounds for further adaptation or 


interpretation of the pensions related disclosure requirements for 


local government as the IAS 19 entries are not ultimately 


accounted for in the council/general fund as they are reversed out 


into the pension reserve. Therefore it can be argued that the local 


government pension entries are not as material as for private 


sector employers (other public sector employers in central 


government and NHS generally use the multi-employer pension 


scheme lack of information exemption to account for such 


schemes as defined contribution). This exemption also extends to 


the pension narrative disclosure notes required in respect of the 


amount, timing and uncertainty of future pension related cash 


flows. Consequently, we consider that there is scope to streamline 


the local government IAS 19 disclosures to exempt some of the 


narrative disclosures currently required regarding the sensitivity 
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analysis and the related methods and assumptions used in this 


analysis.”  [40, audit body] 


 


 “It may be currently the info provided is too much and too 


technical for reader - therefore perhaps more interpretation of the 


position rather than figures. Pension figures frequently swing 


significantly year on year and cause confusion for the reader” [41 


authority] 


 


 


 


 


 


B4 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 13,14,15 


User Needs 


 


Example 


Comments 


Do the current financial instrument related disclosures 


appropriately meet user needs? 


 


 “If prepared in accordance with the Code, then yes, we believe 


that the current disclosures do appropriately meet user needs. In 


particular we feel that the encouragement in paragraph 7.3.1.4 to 


strike a balance between overburdening financial statements with 


excessive detail and obscuring important information is important 


to meet user needs.” [1 treasury advisor] 


 


 “The disclosure requirements…….should meet user needs if 


properly applied. It is important to note that a local authority is 


not required to make a disclosure specified by the accounting code 


if the information resulting from that disclosure is not material…... 


Conversely, a local authority is required to consider whether to 


disclose information not specified by the accounting code if that 


information is necessary for users to understand the impact of a 


transaction or event. In our experience, there is a tendency to 


include immaterial disclosures which can obscure material 


information.”  [3 audit body] 


 


 “. …….Some of the disclosures around potential risks (especially 


where there have been no defaults), and fair value calculations 


seem a little onerous and could obscure the main messages to the 


reader.” [5 authority] 


 


 “We only disclose details where the amounts are significant but 


the disclosure note for financial instruments has become very 


long. Is fair value hierarchy and all the relevant disclosures helpful 


for users of the accounts?  Borrowing is held at amortised cost.  


Do fair value disclosures especially for PFI help users of the 


accounts? [8 authority] 


 


 “Unlikely that the majority of readers will find this additional 


information helpful or understandable” [9 authority] 


 


 “Yes”  [ie appropriate for user needs, response caveated by 


reference to avoiding ‘boiler-plate’ application.[ [10 audit firm] 


 


 “It is considered that the IFRS9 disclosures are better than 


previous but are still very technical in nature and complex for the 


reader to truly understand.  The credit risk, liquidity risk and 
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market risk notes provide relevant detail but the categories of 


financial instrument are not really adding any value.” 


 


 “…. The disclosures required by the Code Ch 7, in our view, are 


satisfactory and are in line with IFRS 7 requirements. ....we see 


many authorities basing their disclosures on the example accounts 


in the Code guidance notes and therefore including all disclosures 


without assessing materiality and not tailoring the disclosures to 


what financial instruments they actually have that could be risky 


and require specific disclosure. Generally, the disclosures around 


financial instruments are a weak area. For example, in some 


accounts it is not clear authorities have LOBOs and disclosures 


around the nature and extent of risks arising from financial 


instruments are generic and not based on those held by the 


authority. The terms of the instruments are not clearly disclosed 


and the relative risks associated not adequately explained. 


Preparers of accounts need to take a step back and think about 


what instruments they have, what the instruments do, what are 


the risks and how they manage these risks. This is an area that 


CIPFA could produce more guidance to enhance preparers 


knowledge and understanding.” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “….. a good case can be made that many of the financial 


instruments disclosures add unnecessary levels of detail, and 


reduce the focus on the key messages …… it is hard to argue that 


these enable a better understanding of the authority's financial 


position. In terms of the specific disclosures listed in the 


consultation paperwork, the most useful to users of the accounts 


is the 'Carrying amounts of different classifications' covered in 


7.3.2.2, as this gives detail of the specific figures carried on the 


face of the balance sheet and how these are comprised. Agreed 


that 'Reclassifications' might be useful to principal users of the 


accounts when such events occur.  The remaining disclosures 


covering areas such as 'Fair Value: valuation techniques', listings 


of 'Investments in equity designated as FVOCI', 'Nature and 


Extent of Risks' (and associated risk disclosures) add unnecessary 


levels of detail and do not benefit the principal users of the 


accounts. If we move towards an idealised view where the 


financial accounts and annual report act as a gateway document, 


it would be worth trying to identify every opportunity within this 


public facing report to signpost principal users to where further 


detail is available - such as in the separate Treasury Management 


Reports produced by the authority.”  [13 authority, see also14, 15 


authorities] 


 


 “…..Yes [appropriate for users]– I think this will settle down in 


future years once the initial inclination of including everything in 


the first year has worn off. It would be good if paragraph 7.3.1.4 


was emphasised though - to strike a balance between 


overburdening financial statements with excessive detail and 


obscuring important information. …” [16 authority] 


 


 “The Council does not have complex financial instruments and the 


note meets the needs of the users but could be reduced given the 


simplicity of financial instruments.” [18 authority] 
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 “Yes in particular paragraphs 7.3.3.1 to 7.3.3.5 give enough detail 


to our users in terms of understanding the nature of risks our 


authority is exposed to and how they are managed/ mitigated.” 


[19 authority] 


 


 “The elements of the disclosures relating to financial instruments 


are repetitive which may be confusing for the reader.  Some 


terminology such as 'amortised cost' is difficult for the lay person 


to understand. IFRS 13 although relevant and required for 


financial assets and liabilities is difficult to explain in a way that is 


easy for the non-financial reader of the accounts to understand. 


The disclosures could be simplified and linked more closely 


to WGA requirements specifically linking the categories of 


financial instrument with the credit risk rating.” [20 


authority] 


 


 “We find key stakeholders struggle with the complexities of the 


Financial Instrument Disclosures and for some their relevance to 


Public Accounting Bodies. Any recommendations to simplify this 


area both in accounting and reporting terms would be most 


welcome” [21 authority] 


 


 “There are already extensive disclosure requirements which we 


believe are adequate for user needs.” [22 authority] 


 


 “IFRS financial instrument disclosures are designed to ensure that 


financial institutions and others which rely heavily on complex 


financial instruments are making adequate disclosures. This is not 


the case for local authorities.  Further, local authorities typically 


make transactions for service reasons which fall within the 


accounting definitions of financial instruments but which are not 


done with the aim of generating financial returns. Broadly 


speaking we would identify the main needs of users as the extent 


and nature of risks which could lead to future financial losses, and 


feel that the disclosures should focus on this.” [23 authority] 


 


 “2018/19 was the first year in which IFRS9 impacted on the SoA.  


Detail and quality of SoA disclosure was variable by authority.  


Some authorities seem to have supplied less detail to 


support the ‘main’ FI note – e.g. information to analyse out 


LT debtors is not always provided.  This makes it more 


difficult to verify the CFR.” [24 treasury advisor, see also 6 


authority]  


 


 “Yes, not sure when LA will offset so don’t see need for this 


requirement.  In our opinion remaining disclosures meet user 


needs.” [27 authority] 


 


 “No - again they are fairly impenetrable to the normal user” [28 


authority] 


 


 “Yes the disclosures do meet user needs although they are overly 


long. Where particular types of financial instrument are not 


applicable this helps to reduce the level of disclosure required.” 


[30 authority] 
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 “Yes” [they meet user needs, 30 authority, see also 34, 36, 42 


authorities] 


 


 “……..The level of detailed required within financial instrument 


disclosures is incredibly complex and very difficult for users to 


clearly follow. For example, the requirement to split out the asset 


path, either through Fair value through profit and loss (FVPL), fair 


value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI) and 


amortised cost. There are also key judgements that Council’s need 


to make in determining whether to designate investments as 


FVOCI and the level of allowance for credit loss. These 


judgements impact the required disclosures and the narrative 


needed to clearly communicate to users. The compressive 


disclosure requirement under IFRS 9 pose a risk that the key 


information required by users is lost within the sheer scale and 


complexity of the disclosures.” [31 authority, see also 33 


treasurer society] 


 


 “As 2018/19 was the first year in which IFRS9 impacted, it would 


be useful to ensure consistency across the sector.  Focus should 


be on assisting the calculation and verification of the CFR.” [32 


authority] 


 


 “Certain elements of the disclosure requirements are technical in 


nature, for instance the different classifications of financial 


instruments and what they mean, fair values and valuation 


techniques, quantification of market risk etc. The detailed 


disclosure requirements could mask the basic investment and 


borrowing information that say, council-tax payers without a 


financial background would be interested in. However users may 


also include those who need to assess the financial strength of the 


authority because they wish to lend to the authority, or enter into 


contracts where financial strength is a primary consideration, and 


therefore the more technical disclosures might aid a 


comprehensive financial assessment. Paragraph 7.3.1.4 is 


therefore important in encouraging local authorities to strike a 


balance such that excessive detail does not obscure important 


information. The issues are however, identifying who your users 


are, and agreeing with external auditors what the appropriate 


balance of detail is, for those users.” [35 authority] 


 


 “Although user needs are broad we see no additional disclosures 


that would give a fuller picture of the risks and levels in relation to 


Financial Instruments that would have an impact on users, so long 


as concepts of materiality are adhered to and there is no 


requirement to detail measurement methods for items that are so 


small as to have no influence users decision making” [38 


authority] 


 


 “Yes, although amortised cost figures probably add obscurity for 


non technical reader.” [39 authority] 


 


 “We do not consider that the current financial instrument 


disclosures meet user needs. This is especially the case for the 


narrative disclosures currently required for fair valuation 


techniques and methodology and risks. Such disclosures clutter 
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the accounts, are more often than not boiler plated and provide 


little useful information for readers.” [40 audit body] 


 


 “The current info provided can be confusing & is too much detail - 


quite repetitive in places. Detail of how fair value is costed - not 


sure how many readers are interested in that, if it has been 


audited. The level of detail for risks is ridiculously long. It is clear 


that this section has grown due to failures in the private sector, 


but financial risk in these areas is significantly different in the 


public sector where levels of lending are generally low and to low 


risk organisation.” [41 authority] 


 


Resource 


Implications 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


What are the resource implications of the current financial 


instrument related disclosure requirements, and where do you 


consider that attention should be focused on ensuring 


appropriate cost-benefit balance? 


 


 “Resources should be directed towards ensuring disclosures 


meet the needs of users.” [3 audit body] 


 


 “Onerous to provide measures of PWLB fair values and the 


section tends to be quite wordy” [ 5 authority] 


 


 “…... Going forward, calculating fair values or expected credit 


loss will also require significant resources which could be 


mitigated to some extent by materiality considerations 


although the likelihood is the detailed work would still be 


required to evidence materiality to auditors” [ 9 authority] 


 


 “Resource is centred on preparation and review of notes 


section, it is suggested these could be streamlined.  The 


accounting policies detail out information but the disclosures in 


part are overly complex for users.” [11 authority] 


 


 “….We consider CIPFA/LASAAC is best placed to make any 


cost/benefit considerations for any proposed interpretations 


and adaptations in their role of preparing and issuing the 


Accounting Code as they have a detailed understanding of the 


relevance of the balances and transactions including who is 


most likely to use them and for what purpose.” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “…… it would be a cost benefit to the public if time spent 


preparing the accounts could be focussed on disclosures that 


are of benefit to the principal users of the accounts, with 


signposting to separately published Treasury Management 


reports where further detail can be found. ….” [13, authority, 


see also 14, 15 authorities] 


 


 “There is quite lot of disclosures to complete which can be 


time consuming especially in the current environment where 


accounting teams are leaner due to austerity. Furthermore the 


disclosure are quite technical (7.3.2.16 - 7.3.2.21 and 


7.3.2.10 ) thus can not be shared easily within a team without 


someone having some specialist knowledge.” [ 19 authority] 


 


 “…. significant staff time is spent on providing the disclosure 


note requirements and validating them …..  This is due to the 
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disclosures being more complex and difficult to interpret what 


is required to be disclosed. One area that could be 


simplified/improved [is classification of FVOCI / FVPL].  


Another area for improvement is the disclosure linked to the 


Comprehensive Income and Expenditure where disclosure is 


required on Income, Expense Gains or Losses.  This is a 


disclosure that is difficult to reconcile to the main statement 


and often there are problems during the audit.” [20 authority]  


 


 “…. the existing disclosure requirements are extensive, and in 


many instances technically complex which has resource 


implications. We would therefore not support any further 


requirements which would increase the workload unless there 


was sufficient evidence to prove the worth of the disclosures. 


Some investments are made primarily for reasons other than 


making a return and it may be useful if further details could be 


disclosed about their purpose rather than concentrating on 


reporting their performance. “  [22 authority] 


 


 “The disclosures are lengthy and time consuming to prepare.” 


[23 authority] 


 


 “….  Going forward, calculating fair values or expected credit 


loss will have a significant resource implication for some 


authorities, however this can be mitigated by considering 


materiality. We believe that attention should be focused on the 


local authority specific situation for financial instruments. Not 


all investments that fall within this area are made for the sole 


purpose of making a return with some made for policy 


reasons.  Although highlighting the risks and potential losses 


for these is important, it can be misleading for readers to 


judge the performance of these based on information in the 


financial instruments disclosures alone.  Separation of such 


items within the current disclosures or additional narrative 


around the purpose and performance of these in other areas 


may be beneficial to the user.” [24 authority, see also 32 


authority] 


 


 “Current resource implications are internal staff time and 


currently we consider this manageable.  …...  We are happy for 


reporting requirements to be more in line with WGA return.” 


[27 authority] 


 


 “Classification of balances can be fairly resource intensive. 


There should be a focus on risk, demonstrating where 


balances are vulnerable to liquidity and movement. Where the 


vast majority of assets and liabilities are held at amortised 


cost, an explanatory narrative to that extent should suffice. 


Assets held at fair value, where material could be reported by 


exception. This would give the reader a clear understanding of 


the risk profile, which endless tables seem to hide.” [28 


authority] 


 


 “The resource implications are high for financial instruments 


disclosures particularly around expected credit loss for non 


treasury type investments.  Differentiation and separate 


disclosure or narrative between investments made for financial 
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return and those made for policy reasons would benefit the 


user.” [29 council partnership] 


 


 “…The requirement to establish allowances for credit loss on 


applicable assets whether material or not is incredible onerous 


and requires significant professional judgement. ….. limited 


disclosures were made in relation to loss allowance. However, 


the analysis still needed to be undertaken to reach this 


conclusion ….... Any variation in reporting will require 


considerable resource as the account disclosures are bespoke 


and hold little relevance to the day to day management of 


financial instruments. ……the concept of materiality does not 


reduce the resource requirement from a practitioner point of 


view. …… The extent of change in disclosures can be 


disproportionate to the clarity provided to the end user.” [31 


authority, see also 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “The resource implications are commensurate with the benefit 


to users” [34 authority] 


 


 “Resource implications: some of the Financial Instrument 


disclosure requirements are such that authorities have to buy 


in expertise from Treasury Management advisers rather than 


expend significant staff time on calculations e.g. Fair Value 


calculations, interest rate and price risk calculations, 


impairment loss calculations. Cost-benefit balance: attention 


should be focused on - - the interest-rate risk disclosure, 


particularly where a significant proportion of investments and 


borrowing are held at amortised cost and therefore the 


consequential change in fair value of a change in interest rates 


has no  impact on the CIES, so why calculate and disclose it?- 


expected credit losses, particularly where the calculated loss is 


immaterial because of the authority's high credit-rating criteria 


for selecting investment counterparties. This authority's 


experience is also that the same level of resource is required 


to assess the materiality of certain disclosures as to actually 


disclose them. The calculations still have to be performed. For 


instance 12 month expected credit loss allowance on treasury 


investments was £7k on an investment portfolio of £120m. 


The requirement to analyse debtors and creditors between 


those that are financial instruments - to be included in the 


Financial Instruments disclosure note, and those that are not. 


The classification of debtors/creditors between financial and 


non-financial instruments is time-consuming, including time on 


debates between the authority, its advisers and its auditors. It 


is difficult to see how this analysis is of use to users of the 


accounts.” [35 authority] 


 


 “Treasury accountant collates - not onerous to collate the 


current data required. The current disclosure requirements are 


not particularly onerous. We do however require our Treasury 


Advisors to provide the fair value information and we pay the 


Treasury Advisors for their services each year.” [36 authority, 


see also 41 authority] 


 


 “Resources are to some degree dependent on the views of 


auditors, and our concerns would be that there may be 
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demands for independent valuation of companies where 


Councils have minimal shareholding for service purposes that 


could potentially be expensive whilst producing little value to 


users as the shareholding is not held as an investment.” [38 


authority] 


 


 “Disclosures around risk can seem excessive for an authority 


which only uses simple financial instruments e.g. the interest 


rate risk sensitivity disclosure note.” [39 authority] 


 


 “…we consider that attention should be focused around 


reducing the narrative financial instrument related disclosure 


requirements.” [40 audit body] 


 


 


Adaptation & 


Interpretatio


n 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


 


Are there grounds to further adapt or interpret the financial 


instrument related disclosure requirements for local 


government circumstances? 


 


 “Yes. We believe that user needs could be better met by: 


 


a) removing the soft loan reconciliation and valuation assumptions 


from paragraph 7.3.2.3 since these give no useful information, but 


retaining the disclosures on value and purpose of material loans 


 


b) removing the entire offsetting note in paragraph 7.3.2.8, since 


the low credit risk of local authorities renders this of no use. 


 


 In addition, the Code could be simplified by removing the detailed 


requirements in paragraphs 7.3.2.11, 7.3.2.12, 7.3.2.19, 7.3.2.21 


and 7.3.4.1 since these will rarely be of relevance to local 


authorities. Instead the Code can refer those authorities to which 


such notes are exceptionally relevant to IFRS 7 as it does with 


other disclosures in paragraphs 7.3.1.6.”  [1 treasury advisor] 


 


 “We have not identified any need to adapt or interpret IFRS for …. 


disclosures. However, consideration should be given to adapting 


IFRS recognition and measurement requirements with a view to 


minimising or even eliminating statutory adjustments..” [3 audit 


body] 


 


 “If indications at the balance sheet date are that the value of an 


investment may not be recovered, it would be appropriate to 


highlight that. I question the usefulness of detailed risk 


disclosures where there is no evidence.” [5 authority] 


 


 “The financial instrument notes are now very complex and lengthy 


and whilst there is some merit in disclosing some information to 


users it is debatable whether the pages of notes required in this 


area add anything to an authority’s annual accounts.” [9 


authority] 


 


 “There is no need to amend the disclosure requirements. The 


main issue in this area is the "boiler plating" based on the 


example accounts and authorities not applying the materiality 


concept to the disclosures. …” [10 audit firm] 
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 “As above, we believe that the disclosure requirements are 


satisfactory and would not propose any adaptations or 


interpretations.” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “  The remaining disclosures covering areas such as 'Fair Value: 


valuation techniques', listings of 'Investments in equity designated 


as FVOCI', 'Nature and Extent of Risks' (and associated risk 


disclosures) add unnecessary levels of detail and do not benefit 


the principal users of the accounts. …., it would be worth trying to 


identify every opportunity within this public facing report to 


signpost principal users to where further detail is available - such 


as in the separate Treasury Management Reports …..” [13, also 


14,15 authorities] 


 


 “The disclosures on the risk could be reduced determined by the 


complexity of an Authorities financial instrument and the 


relevance.” [18 authority] 


 


 “Yes. Remove the soft loan reconcilation (7.3.2.3) as does not add 


value to the user however retain the elements showing the value 


and purpose of the loan. “ [19 authority] 


 


 “….. the interpretation whether to classify a Financial Asset as Fair 


Value through Other Comprehensive Income (Elected) or Fair 


Value through Profit and Loss needs further consideration.  A 


statutory override [in England] has been put in place for five years 


but making this a permanent override needs to be considered as 


the arguments for the override will still be relevant in five years 


time.” [20 authority] 


 


 “Some investments are made primarily for reasons other than 


making a return and it may be useful if further details could be 


disclosed about their purpose rather than concentrating on 


reporting their performance.” [22 authority]  


 


 We feel that disclosures on the fair value of items such as service 


loans or fixed rate borrowing is of little use, as the fair value will 


have no financial consequences. Also as previously noted, 


information required on the fair value hierarchy is of little 


significance to the average user. The disclosure on items of 


income and expense usually results in the only material item 


being interest costs, which are already separately disclosed - we 


would therefore suggest a rebuttable preumption that this note 


should not be included unless it would identify material items not 


separately identifed elsewhere in the accounts. “ [ authority] 


 


 “Yes.  As discussed above, the financial instrument disclosure 


could better reflect the different purposes for making investments, 


so that investments made for policy reasons are not directly 


compared or considered in the same way as those made purely to 


generate a return.” [24 treasury advisor]  


 


 “No need for further changes to the financial instrument 


disclosures ...other than ..[differentiation and separate disclosure 


or narrative between investments made for financial return and 


those made for policy reasons would benefit the user].  Where 
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code requirements are not that relevant to local authority practice 


then they could be removed (e.g. the offsetting disclosures). 


 


 “no” [30 authority, see also 34, 36, 38 authorities] 


 


 “…. non accountants are not concern whether a financial asset is 


recorded at amortised cost, elected to FVOCI or at FVPL. Instead 


the risk of exposure and type of financial assets should be more 


prominent. The Code could provide clarity in the disclosure 


requirement for Council as currently practitioner have had to 


interpret the IFRS 9 guidance and design disclosures on a Council 


by Council basis. This limits comparability between Councils and 


takes a disproportional amount of resource constructing disclosure 


notes.”  [31 authority, see also 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “Yes.  As above, the financial instrument disclosure could better 


reflect the different purposes for making investments, so that 


investments made for policy reasons are not directly compared or 


considered in the same way as those made purely to generate a 


return.” [32 authority] 


 


 “….. Specific suggestions for adaptation are as follows: - 


Paragraph 7.3.2.3 - remove soft loan reconcilation and valuation 


assumptions which do not provide any additional useful 


information - paragraph 7.3.2.8 - remove entire offsetting note 


which does not add any useful information due to the low credit 


risk  of local authorities” [35 authority] 


 


 “….we consider that there are grounds to further adapt the 


disclosure requirements for financial instrument fair valuation 


techniques and methodology and risks.” [40 audit body] 


 


 “….suggest this is reduced significantly [especially related to risk 


disclosures] to ease readability and understandability” [41 


authority] 


 


 


 


 


B5 CASH FLOW DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 16,17,18 


User Needs 


 


Example 


Comments 


Do the current cash flow related disclosures appropriately 


meet user needs? 


 


 “Cash flow disclosures do not tend to have a high profile among 


users. This may be explained by the steady nature of local 


government funding (relative to the private sector)” [3 audit 


body] 


 


 “I do not know what user needs are regarding cashflows. Although 


of detached interest, I have never found this part especially 


illuminating. I never refer to it when presenting the accounts to 


Members, nor have I ever been asked a question about it. At best, 


it is a sort of semi-satisfying mathematical exercise.” [5 authority] 


 


 “…. arguable whether they meet user needs.  This should not be 


interpreted as a request for further disclosure but to ask the 
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fundamental question of whether the cash flow statement and its 


notes are needed at all.” [8 authority] 


 


 “User needs will vary and it will always be a challenge to ensure 


all needs are met. There is a balance between providing 


information and the time and costs associated with providing it. 


Further expanding in this area would go against what is being 


achieved by Q1-Q4 above.”  [9 authority] 


 


 “yes”  [10 audit firm, similar responses from 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 


27, 28, 31, 34, 36, 39, 41,42 authorities; 29 council partnership; 


33 treasurer society, 40 audit body ] 


 


 “The disclosures do breakdown the relevant parts of the statement 


so are helpful in that respect.” [11 authority] 


 


 “Cash flow disclosures are useful in providing users with an 


understanding…………….. The disclosures required by the Code 


section 3.4.2, in our view, are satisfactory and are in line with IAS 


7 reqirements. A suggestion for streamlining would be to include 


the analysis of cash flows on the face of the cash flow statement 


itself.” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “Yes, excepting the new in 18/19 analysis of changes in liabilities 


arising from financing activities – this is better covered in more 


detailed treasury management reports and users should be 


signposted to those.” [13 authority, see also 14, 15 authorities] 


 


 “The current disclosures are understood by fellow 


accountant…………….  More narrative is possibly required which 


provides more explanation to the non-accountant.” [22 authority] 


 


 “I remain unconvinced that the cash flow disclosures do anything 


to meet users needs. The information included in the notes is 


populated from other areas in the accounts, so is just pulled 


together in these statements” [26 authority] 


 


 “Even though the Cash Flow is a Core Financial Statement, we 


don’t feel that it is required for the users of the Local Authority 


Statement of Accounts. Local Authorities have strong credit 


ratings and unlike private sector entities are able to always access 


funds for cash flow purposes.” [30 authority] 


 


 “Unfortunately both users and preparers often find the cash flow 


statement and cash flow disclosures not helpful and just a 


requirment of the Code.  It is hard to suggest what could assist 


meeting user needs without further adding to the confusion.” [32 


authority] 


 


  


 


Resource 


Implications 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


What are the resource implications of the current cash flow 


related disclosure requirements, and where do you consider 


that attention should be focused on ensuring appropriate cost-


benefit balance? 
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 “It is not thought that resource implications related to cash 


flow disclosures are significant.” [3, audit body, similar 


comments regarding acceptability of resource implications 


from 5, 11, 13, 14, 15, 20, 34, 39 authority, 29 council 


partnership 


 


 “We consider CIPFA/LASAAC is best placed to make any 


cost/benefit considerations for any proposed interpretations 


and adaptations in their role of preparing and issuing the 


Accounting Code…” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “They are essential building blocks for Cash Flow Statement so 


would need to be done.” [19 authority, see also 20 authority] 


 


 “We would not be in favour of any further disclosure 


requirements that might add to the complexity and time 


required for completion unless the benefits of so doing can be 


demonstrated.” [22 authority] 


 


 “The resource implications of the current disclosure 


requirements for the cashflow statement are not a significant 


concern. The majority can be satisfied by inclusion on the face 


of the statement rather than via additional notes, and we feel 


that the Code could usefully encourage this approach.” [23 


authority] 


 


 “Resources could be better place to complete other areas of 


the Statement.” [30 authority] 


 


 “The Council considers the resources requirement to compile 


the current cash flow disclosure are appropriate. …... However, 


reconciling the disclosures to the rest of accounts can be time 


consuming and a draw on resources. If reporting requirements 


are changed there would be a significant impact on resource 


requirements. It is not straight forward to reduce disclosures 


based on materiality due to the nature of the disclosure and 


need to reconcile back to other areas of the accounts.” [31 


authority, see also 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “Process is less onerous since change in Code a couple of 


years ago, however, it takes 1-2 days to complete, including 


input from capital and treasury sections.” [36 authority] 


 


 


Adaptation & 


Interpretatio


n 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


 


Are there grounds to further adapt or interpret the cash flow 


related disclosure requirements for local government 


circumstances? 


 


 “No comment, other than I question its usefulness to users.” [5 


authority] 


 


 “… we believe that the disclosure requirements are satisfactory 


and would not propose any adaptations or interpretations.” [12 


audit firm] 
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 “No comment on further adaptations if the [analysis of changes in 


financing liabilities was replaced by signposting to a detailed TM 


report] [14 authority see also 15 authority] 


 


 “Consideration could be given as to the benefit of including the 


Cash Flow Statement and related disclosure notes as cash flow is 


not significant to local authorities due to how they are funded.” 


[20 authority, see also 30 authority – cash flow statement not 


required, ] 


 


 “We do not consider that any further adaptations or 


interpretations are required.” [22 authority, similar views 29 


council partnership, 31, 34, 36, 40 authorities, 33 treasurer 


society, 40 audit body] 
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C2 IAS 19 Amendments: Plan Curtailments etc  


Question 19. Do you agree with the proposal to emphasise the application of 


materiality and the support for this by providing direction regarding 


an initial assessment of quantitative materiality? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “I strongly agree with this, however, External Auditors have issues 


with this as it is considered as part of all other material entries 


within the accounts rather than being isolated.” [2 authority] 


 


 “We appreciate that CIPFA have taken steps to emphasise the 


application of materiality in applying the amendments to IAS 19, 


however serious concerns remain that auditors could take a 


different view to the authority (and potentially an extreme view) 


on the work that should be undertaken (at additional cost to 


authorities and to increase timescales to undertake these 


calculations), even when such calculations are unlikely to lead to a 


materially different figure. ….. The current proposals to re-


measure the P&L items after the date of event using the 


assumptions at the date of event could lead to additional costs and 


time required to undertake the calculations. For most local 


authorities, whilst a settlement, curtailment or plan amendment 


may be material, a requirement to measure the liability using 


assumptions at the date of event (an existing requirement under 


6.4.3.14) is unlikely to lead to a materially different recognition of 


the event relative to if the assumptions at the start of the 


accounting period had been used. Doing so is also unlikely to be 


helpful to the users of the accounts; adds to the cost and time to 


undertake the calculations, and lengthens the disclosure due to 


the additional assumptions being disclosed …… For example, many 


local authorities transfer staff to academy schools on a monthly 


basis. At the extreme, if each transfer is material at authority 


level, the proposed changes to IAS 19 would require re-


measurement of P&L items on a monthly basis, using a different 


set of financial assumptions for each month, and disclosure of up 


to 12 sets of assumptions in the pensions note, yet overall 


liabilities transferring could be no more than 1% of the employer’s 


liabilities. A proportionate and pragmatic approach should be 


encouraged and therefore if these proposals are to be adopted we 


would like to see some guidance permitting local authorities to not 


apply the requirement of (existing) 6.4.3.14, or the new 


proposals, if doing so would not have a material impact on the 


amounts recognised.” [13 authority, see also 14, 15 authorities] 


 


 “It would be useful to understand how the materiality 


threshold has been determined.” [22 authority] 


 


 “Yes application would only be relevant where material.” [29 


council partnership, similar views expressed 31, 33 


authorities] 


 


 “Although we agree with the materiality proposal, it is 


important to note this amendment will require additional 


actuarial work (and cost) to determine the materiality of the 


impact irrespective of whether or not its is applied. It is 


imperative that initial assessment guidance be included in the 


Code Guidance or we are exposed to audit challenge due the 


the basis of "proxy" assessment.” [34 authority] 
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 “We agree with this, provided the initial assessment of 


quantitative materiality is practical to make.” [35 authority] 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 “We agree in principle that application of the IAS 19 


amendment is only required where the impact is material. 


However, we do not agree that should be explicitly stated in 


respect of this specific case as it could undermine the general 


principle than no recognition or measurement requirement 


applies unless the impact is material.” [3 audit body] 


 


 “We disagree with the proposal to emphasise the application of 


materiality and provide an initial assessment of quantitative 


materiality. It is implicit in the Code that its provisions are 


followed for material items so in our view, it does not need to 


be explicitly stated in this instance. [response cites Code para 


2.1.1.7,  2.1.2.14 ]  As indicated in Q3, it is the responsibility 


of local authorities to apply the concept of materiality, as 


outlined in the Accounting Code, in the preparation of their 


financial statements. Therefore, we do not think the Code 


should stipulate a specific materiality approach and it should 


be left to an authority’s judgement as per Code para 2.1.2.14. 


If CIPFA determines that there is a need for more detailed 


guidance then this should be outside of the Accounting Code 


as providing set guidance in the Code is taking away the 


judgement from preparers.” [12, audit firm] 


 


 “No, actuaries will be up to date with the IAS 19 changes and 


will supply the required information. Therefore, surely local 


authorities will post the relevant results into the accounts as 


they will match the note details derived from the actuary 


report. There should be a disclosure stating the reason for and 


the impact e.g. not material or significance of the change.” [27 


authority] 


 


 


 


 


C3 IFRS 3 Definition of a Business  


Question 20. Do you agree with the proposals that no substantive amendments are 


required for implementation of ‘Definition of a Business: Amendments 


to IFRS 3’?   


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “The Code in paragraph 9.1.2.64 already refers preparers to 


IFRS 3 in the event that an authority acquires investments in a 


subsidiary or associate.” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “Agree that no changes are required to the code for 


amendments being made to the definition of a business.” [29 


council partnership, similar views from 31 authority, 31 


treasurer society] 


 


 


Example 


Other 


Comments 


 “The definition states… ‘an input and substantive process that 


together significantly contribute to the ability to create outputs’. 


In the guidance illustrative examples would help to assess 
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whether a ‘substantive process’ has been acquired, or a simplified 


assessment of whether an acquired set of activities and assets is” 


[27 authority] 


 


 


 


 


C4 Amendments to Conceptual Framework  


Question 21. Do you agree with the proposals for implementation of ‘Amendments 


to References to the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards’?   


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


  “but Code should refer practitioners to appropriate standard 


where relevant” [9 authority] 


 


 “Yes agreed and acknowledge that only minor amendment to 


the existing code is required.” [29 council partnership] 


 


 “The Council agrees with the proposed implementation of 


‘Amendments to References to the Conceptual Framework in 


IFRS Standards’. Being that there is no requirement for 


adaption or interpretation for local government.” [31 


authority, see also 33 treasurer society] 


  


 


 


 


C5 Provisions for UK withdrawal from the EU  


Question 22. Do you agree with the proposals in the event of UK Withdrawal from 


the European Union? If not, why not? What alternatives would you 


suggest?   


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


  “We agree with the proposal that the Code should be based 


on EU-adopted IFRS. Paragraph 1.2.7 states that the Code is 


'based on' EU-adopted IFRS, and that those standards may be 


adapted or interpreted. However, the footnote is inconsistent 


as it states that after EU withdrawal the Code will ‘apply’ UK-


adopted IFRS. To avoid giving the impression that this 


represents a change in approach, we suggest that the footnote 


also uses the words ‘based on’ “. [3 audit body] 


 


 “Yes agree with the additional footnote wording should the EU 


framework become not applicable.” [29 council partnership, 


similar views from 31 authority, 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “Whilst there are other possible options for IFRS adoption post 


Brexit, we consider it important that the Code adopts 


standards in line with the UK post Brexit national endorsement 


approach”  [40 audit body] 


 


 


 


C6 IPSAS 41 and 42  


Question 23. Do you agree with the intention not to amend the 20/21 Code in 


relation to IPSAS 41 Financial Instruments and IPSAS 42 Social 


Benefits??   
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Example 


Comments in 


Support 


  “Yes, we are unaware of any major differences between 


IPSAS 41 and IFRS 9 and therefore content to wait a year for 


any possible amendments to the Code. We have no view on 


IPSAS 42.” [1, treasury advisor] 


 


 “proposals seem reasonable [9, authority] 


 


 “In respect of Financial Instruments, in our view the Code 


should be aligned with IFRS. In respect of social benefits, we 


agree that CIPFA should liaise with HM Treasury over future 


FREM proposals on this topic.” [12, audit firm] 


 


 “We are unaware of any major differences between IPSAS 41 


and IFRS 9.” [13 authority, see also 14] 


 


 “the changes seem more cosmetic around clarification and 


some additional guidance on specific public sector issues such 


as non-exchange revenue. This does not produce major 


differences with IFRS 9 at the present so OK to await the 


review for the 22/21 code” [27 authority] 


 


 “Yes, these are not effective until January 2022.” [29 council 


partnership] 


 


 “The Council agrees with the intention not to amend 2020/21 


Code in relation to IPSAS 41 and 42.” [31 authority, also 33 


treasurer society] 


 


 “Yes, although it would be useful if the IPSAS standards kept 


pace with the IFRS standards so they could complement each 


other.” [37 authority] 


 


 “We consider it best to give these IPSAS standards full 


consideration for the 2021-22 Code rather than do so on a 


rushed basis for 2020-21. With IPSAS 42, we agree that this 


needs to be considered alongside the FReM so best to liaise 


with the FRAB for a consistent public sector approach to 


implementing this standard.” [40 audit body] 


 


 


 


 


 


C7 Pension Fund Accounts: Pensions SORP Alignment  


Question 24. Do you support the proposed amendments to ensure alignment with 


the Pensions SORP, and the expectation of prior period restatement 


where material? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


  “provided no overall increase in the length of disclosures 


required” [16 authority] 


 


 “Alignment makes sense but hopefully this is more presentational 


rather than a change to figures so any prior period adjustment 


would be minimal or not material.” [council partnership] 


 


 “We agree though would anticipate that there would not be a 


requirement for a prior period adjustment.” [30 authority] 
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 “We agree with this proposal for alignment with the Pensions 


SoRP bringing consistent presentation of investment assets across 


local government and private sector pension schemes” [40, audit 


body] 


 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 


 “We are not in favour of the requirement to analyse pooled 


investment vehicles into various types of subcategories (such as 


equities, hedge funds, diversified growth funds etc) as it creates a 


distinction between investments that would all be most easily 


understood as pooled investment vehicles to the principal users of 


the accounts. We don’t think this extra level of detail is 


necessary.” [13 authority, see also 14,15 authorities with same 


comments] 


 


 


 


D1 Legislation Amendments  


Question 25. Do you support the proposed amendments to ensure alignment with 


the Pensions SORP, and the expectation of prior period restatement 


where material? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


  “It seems reasonable to change the code to match the 


legislative changes but streamlining may seek to remove some 


of the disclosures within these new legislation changes.” [11 


authority] 


 


 “Yes agree with the proposed code changes due to recent 


legislation.” [29 council partnership, see also 18, 31 


authorities, 33 treasurer society] 


 


 “Paragraph 7.1.9.3 to be updated to reflect the changes in the 


Local Authorities (Capital Finance and 


Accounting)(Wales)(Amendment) Regulations 2018” [39 


authority] 


 


 “We are not aware of any other legislation which could usefully 


be included in the Code” [40 audit body] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 


 “We suggest the following changes:  


 


a) In the bullet on pooled investment funds in draft paragraph 


3.4.2.56, remove the words “or allowed” since the regulation is 


mandatory not optional.   [ADOPTION OF THIS CHANGE 


PROPOSED With addition of ‘defined’ before pooled investment 


funds to clarity that the statutory definition applies] 


 


b) In draft paragraph 7.1.9.3B, remove the words “impairment 


losses and” since the regulation only applies to assets measured 


at fair value through profit and loss, to which the impairment 


provisions of IFRS 9 do not apply.  [NOT SUGGESTED FOR 


ADOPTION AS THE INCLUSION OF IMPAIRMENT LOSSES 


REFLECTS THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS STATED IN 5 4 (a), 
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AND IN THE EVENT OF ANY UNCERTAINTY LEGISLATION TAKES 


PRECEDENCE] 


 


c) In existing paragraph 7.1.9.3 after “England” add “and Wales” 


and after Northern Ireland remove “and Wales” to reflect the 


changes in the Local Authorities (Capital Finance and Accounting) 


(Wales) (Amendment) Regulations 2018. [ADOPTION OF THIS 


CHANGE PROPOSED] 


 


The Code should also be amended to reflect the LASAAC 


mandatory guidance on “IFRS 9 Financial Instruments – 


Earmarking of gains not available to fund services” 


[1 treasury advisor, similar comments from 35 authority] 


 


 “We do not agree that the proposed amendments reflect the 


legislation and have the following comments on the proposed 


wording at paragraph  [adoption of this is not proposed. LASAAC 


guidance, whether optional or mandatory, has not previously been 


included in the Code. LASAAC guidance has previously been 


regarded as provided more specific implementation of the Code 


requirements for Scotland, without the same status of ‘statutory 


guidance’ as issued by the Scottish Ministers. 


 


o 3.4.5.1: 5) - The requirement of the statutory guidance is 


to disclose the amount of capital receipts transferred to the 


capital grants and receipts unapplied account. This may be 


different to the amount used to fund qualifying expenditure 


in any year. We suggest that references to ‘use’ are 


replaced with ‘transfers’ 5) ii – The statutory guidance 


requires separate disclosure of a transfer of capital receipts 


in a prior financial year. We suggest replacing the words 


‘any other stated’ with ‘a prior’. 5), 6) and 7) – These 


paragraphs refer to ‘transactions’ in the movement in 


reserves statement. That terminology is not appropriate for 


the movement in reserves statements. We suggest 


replacing ‘transactions’ with ‘items’ 7) i There is a typo in 


this paragraph – ‘equaly’ should be ‘equal’. 9) The words in 


brackets i.e (Scotland only) are superfluous given that the 


sentence starts with ‘In Scotland’”  [3 audit body] 


 


 “I wholly disagree with creating yet another unusable reserve 


which the Code suggests as “the pooled investment funds 


adjustment account”. Can such changes not be absorbed into the 


Financial Instruments Revaluation Reserve with appropriate 


explanation, thus avoiding more clutter? I agree that the 


accounting for these needs to be explicit in the Code. The proposal 


at 7.1.9.3B needs to be explicit about where the change in fair 


value should be reflected in SDPS.” [5 authority] 
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E1 Service Concession Arrangements – 3rd Party Income  


Question 26, 


27. 


Do you agree with CIPFA/LASAAC that recognition of a liability related 


to operator rights to third party revenues is consistent with the 


requirements but that additional specification in the Code is not 


required? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “CIPFA/LASAAC has confirmed what we believe to the right 


answer – that authorities record revenue from giving the 


operator an intangible asset in return for PPE, and allocate this 


revenue under IFRS 15 principles to match the extent to which 


they meet a performance obligation to allow the operator to 


benefit from this intangible.  However, classifying the balance 


as a liability raises some concern, because this is the reason 


why the Accounting Council proposed an alternative for FRS 


102; this being that the balance is not a liability because there 


is no obligation to transfer economic benefits. “ [10, audit 


firm] 


 


 “As per our comments of last year – given the considerable 


variety in the nature, extent and timing of third party income 


generated under service concession arrangements, it is 


difficult to see how one approach could accurately reflect the 


substance of all of the possible income streams.” [23 


authority] 


 


 “Yes it is consistent.” [29 council partnership] 


 


 “We are not aware of alternatives to be applied.” [32 


authority] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 


 “No. We agree that recognition of a liability is appropriate, but we 


disagree that additional specification is not required. In our 


opinion, the Code should specify that on initial recognition, the 


portion of the asset that will be funded from future third party 


income should be matched with an entry in the donated asset 


account, reflecting that the authority will only receive the benefit 


of this over time if it meets its other obligations under the 


contract. Income is then released in subsequent years on a 


straight line or other more systematic basis. The treatment has 


the advantage of fitting neatly with the Prudential Code 


framework, in that the increase in the capital financing 


requirement (asset fair value less donated asset account) matches 


the increase in the debt liability. In our experience, authorities 


that have adopted an alternative accounting approach often 


miscalculate their capital financing requirement.” [1 treasury 


advisor] 


 


 “We agree with CIPFA/LASAAC that recognition of a liability 


(deferred income balance) should be made and that this would be 


written off to the CIES over the contract term.  However, we think 


a view should be included in the Accounting Code. The Accounting 


Code Guidance notes are confusing on the topic. [Cites Code 


Guidance notes G81 page 672 ]     Therefore, we suggest 


CIPFA/LASAAC clarifies it position in the Accounting Code.” [12 


audit firm] 


 


Example  
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Other 


Comments 


 “We have no particular comment to make about third party 


revenues. However, if CIPFA/LASAAC is to accept a principle 


that a continuing liability should be recognised for a right that 


was conveyed to an operator at the commencement of a 


contract, we would request that it revisit its grant accounting 


principles. This does not appear to be consistent with the 


prohibition in section 2.3 of the Code that a liability for an 


authority’s commitments in relation to unapplied grants can 


only be recognised if there is a possibility of repayment.” [11 


accounting consultant, similar comments from 42 authority] 


 


 “Unable to respond due to not understanding what is being 


proposed in section E1.” [20 authority] 


 


 “We agree this is consistent however we suggest further 


guidance and worked examples of specific scenarios (e.g. 


service concession asset vs intangible assets).” [27 authority] 


 


 


 “No comments. [The] Council buys in expertise to model the 


Waste PFI arrangement, moreover the arrangement is due to 


end in the next few years.” [35 authority] 


 


 


Known 


alternative 


treatments 


(Q27) 


 " We are not aware of alternative treatments being commonly 


applied” [3 audit body, similar from 24 treasury advisor, 29 


council partnership, 32 authority, 6 authority] 


 


 “An alternative is possible with the grantor deciding that it is 


an agent and so does not record either an asset or a matching 


credit balance, even though the transaction falls in scope of 


the application of IFRIC 12 principles; this is common in 


further and higher education for student residences whose 


operators accept demand risk. CIPFA/LASAAC should make 


clear how the deferred revenue arises under an IFRS 15 


analysis and that the resulting balance falls out of the 


authority capital financing regime because it is not a liability.  


Finally, this treatment is wider than indicated as it arises for 


virtually all waste PFIs and some leisure services projects.” 


[10 audit firm] 


 


 “N/A we hold PFI assets with Third Party income recognition 


and treat this as a liability in relation to donated assets.” [38 


authority] 


 


 


 


 


E2 Service Concession Arrangements – Liability Measurement  


Question 28. Do you agree with CIPFA/LASAAC’s proposals on applying IFRS 16 


Leases liability measurement to service concession arrangements? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 “Yes. However we note that with indexed leases the interest 


expense can be higher than the cash payment, so the 


reference in paragraph 4.3.2.25 to “the balance of the 


payment used to reduce the liability on the balance sheet” 


should read “reduce (or increase)”. [1 treasury advisor] 
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 “It seems reasonable to include this however there is a 


resource requirement to revisit the PPP modelling continual 


review may also require further resource.” [11 authority, 


similar comments 29 council partnership, 32 authority ] 


 


 “….., we agree with the proposals for aligning the accounting 


of service concession arrangements that contain a lease with 


IFRS 16. We think the explicit guidance on variable lease 


payments linked to an index or rate is going to provide more 


relevant information about the true extent of public sector 


borrowings. …the adoption of IFRS 16 is an opportunity for 


CIPFA to simplify and further align the accounting treatment 


for service concessions with IFRS rather than relying on a 


‘mirror-image’ of guidance for operators of public‑to‑private 


service concession arrangements. As IFRS 16 changes the 


definition of a lease and provides new guidance on applying 


the definition, including guidance on separating components of 


a contract, a local authority could look to IFRS 16 rather than 


IFRIC 12.” [12 audit firm] 


 


 “.…… this would complicate the accounting for the PFI liability 


however there is benefit in moving to IFRS 16 as this would 


mean that accounting for all leases (including service 


concessions previously accoutned for as finance leases) is 


consistant through the Public sector and would be relevant for 


WGA accounting.” [18 authority] 


 


 “We understand CIPFA’s reasons for not continuing treatment 


based on IAS17 for these arrangements, even though there 


will be an impact on practitioners with regards to remeasuring 


PFI liabilities when there is a change in cashflows. We do not 


have an alternative suggestion.” [24 treasury advisor] 


 


 “Agree, although need to consider that if there are regular 


changes in the service concession agreement, this could 


become unmanageable in undertaking regular 


remeasurements of the lease liability. Also there could be 


difficulties in getting the relevant information from third 


parties.” [30 authority] 


 


 “We agree that it would be inappropriate to rely on withdrawn 


accounting standards and therefore the IFRS16 approach 


seems to be the most pragmatic solution.” [40 audit body] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 


 “IFRS16 specifically DOES NOT apply to schemes recognised 


under IFRIC12 and should not be made to do so. The Code in 


section 4.3 is explicit and comprehensive in its treatment of 


Service Concession Arrangements and does not require 


amendment.  I agree with a reassessment of the liability where 


modifications are subsequently introduced and where those 


changes in terms were not envisaged as part of the original 


contract (e.g. extending the term). The division of a unitary 


charge into service, interest and principal elements is not a 


precise science and I therefore see little is to be gained by 


reassessing the liability for changes in estimates made at the start 
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of the lease which, by their very nature, are susceptible to 


change. However, in any case, materiality considerations might 


prevail, but that is only of benefit if it obviates the need for a lot 


of work in the first place.” [5 authority] 


 


 “No. …… our understanding was that the main objective of this 


element of PFI accounting was to isolate a notional liability for 


financing the acquisition of an asset to mirror a traditional “buy 


and borrow” transaction. Part of the PFI unitary charge is 


separated out and treated like a repayment on a fixed rate loan. 


The intention was not to synthesise a lease transaction, as most 


PFI schemes are concerned with eventual outright acquisition and 


not a period of occupation with an option to purchase. IAS 17 was 


referenced as providing a methodology for splitting principal and 


interest on an annuity interest. As IAS 17 has been withdrawn, 


the search is not on for an alternative basis for accounting for 


lease liabilities but for an alternative source to justify the profiling 


of principal and interest on a notional fixed rate loan with a 


constant annual payment. As this is standard annuity accounting, 


we consider that the Code can just ask for this, without a 


reference to IFRS.” [17 accounting consultant, also 42 authority] 


 


 “Current processes are already set up in accordance with the IAS 


17 approach. We do not consider it would be cost effective to 


change the current approach adopted bearing in mind the limited 


benefit, if any, to the accounts and their users.” [20 authority] 


 


 “We feel that the proposed approach is wrong in principle and 


throws up several practical problems.  As regards the principles, a 


service concession arrangement is not in substance a lease - if it 


were then there would be no need for separate accounting 


requirements, and these contracts could simply be treated as 


embedded leases. The consultation implies that it would be 


straightforward to take an indexation uplift to the unitary charge 


to derive revised asset rentals, but it is difficult to see how this 


could be done in a valid way. The majority of PFI schemes have 


non-separable unitary charges, and the initial split of the UC 


between asset rentals, service costs and other elements is 


estimated on the basis of the costs within the operator's initial 


financial model. The Code requires that inseparable payments are 


allocated in proportion to fair value, but authorities would have no 


information from which this split could be derived. The only 


practical option would seem to be a blanket approach to applying 


the indexation uplift proportionaly across the different elements, 


but such an approach would need to be specified within the Code 


as the default approach. As regards the draft itself, the proposed 


changes in relation to service concession liabilities have given no 


consideration to how any changes to the liability would be 


recognised, i.e. if the liability is increased, what is the 


corresponding debit entry? The Code requires service concession 


assets to be measured as PPE assets or Intangibles once 


recognised, and no change to this is proposed, so there is no 


'right of use' asset to make the contra-entry to. The 


PPE/Intangible treatment reflects the fact that in most cases the 


substance of the transaction is the permanent acquisition of an 


asset, and not a lease. Consideration also needs to be given to the 


statutory capital implications - an increase in the liability does not 
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appear to meet the definition of capital expenditure, given that 


the asset has not been enhanced in any way as result. We would 


also re-iterate that, subject to the point raised above, there would 


be funding implications arising from increasing the value of credit 


arrangement liabilities. Finally we would point out that increasing 


the PFI liabilities on the balance sheet due to an accounting 


technicality should be avoided if possible due to the political 


sensitivities. It could appear that the PFI assets were suddenly 


becoming more 'expensive', which would be a misleading position 


to be presenting. In summary, we would suggest that there are 


too many practical obstacles, and the proposed approach should 


be reconsidered. We note the point about reliance on a non-


current standard, and also that the practical objections relate to 


subsequent remeasurement from indexation changes, rather than 


the initial measurement of such liabilities (although it is likely that 


there will be few new service concession arrangements). We 


would therefore suggest a rebuttable presumption that no 


recalculation would be required where the change is simply actual 


indexation differing from that assumed in the financial model. We 


do not feel that general materiality considerations would be 


sufficient to deter auditors from requiring a full recalcualtion to be 


done in order to prove that a potential change isn't material.” [23 


authority] 


 


 “Whereas I understand that PFI proposals should sit under IFRS 


16. I would suggest that clarification should be provided in the 


COP around the remeasurement of the PFI Liability on the Balance 


Sheet as a result of an increase in the Unitary Charge through the 


application of an index.  As the code specifies, the Unitary Charge 


is made up of , capital repayment, interest and a service charge 


element. The unitary charges of many arrangements consist of an 


indexed and an unindexed element with an assumption in the 


model that the unindexed element relates to the lease  element, 


i.e. the minimum lease payment, which are constant throughout 


the contract term. The indexed element therefore only relates to 


the service element of the unitary charge. It would therefore be 


erroneous to remeasure the liability in these circumstances when 


the unitary charge has an indexation element applied to the 


service element only. The future service obligation is not shown 


on the Balance Sheet as a liability. It is of course disclosed within 


the notes to the accounts. I would suggest that the COP clarify 


that Service Concession Arrangement Liabilities are only 


remeasured in the event of a future change in payments of the 


MLP element of the unitary charge, which I suggest would be 


rare.” [28 authority] 


 


 “We do not agree but do not seem to be left with any other 


choice.  This will add a significant burden on the authority and 


assumes that PFI contractors provide lifecycle data sufficient to 


support the accounting, some PFI contracts do not contain such 


open book arrangements so, at best, the council can account for 


lifecycle per the financial model which may, or may not, represent 


the reality” [37 authority] 


 


Example 


Other 


Comments 


 


 “This is a change……... However, CIPFA’s proposal  for not 


continuing treatment based on the withdrawn standard IAS17 
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for these arrangements is understandable, even though there 


will be an impact on practitioners with regards to remeasuring 


PFI liabilities when there is a change in cashflows. Many 


councils have two separate service concession arrangement 


schemes, and this may have more of an impact on larger 


authorities with higher numbers of schemes. No alternative 


suggestions at this time.” [9 authority] 


 


 “We agree on principle that grantors should measure the 


service concession liability under IFRS 16 principles, which 


include certain contingent rentals in minimum lease rentals …..  


This change aligns the practice with new FRS and makes it 


consistent with WGA requirements.  By raising the discount 


rate the global effect will be to increase the liability carrying 


value and so authorities will need to consider how to account 


and provide for this change.  There are complexities in how 


authorities account for changes in future cash flows, and the 


guidance notes will need to be explicit on issues such as 


estimating the discount rate and accounting for changes in 


carrying value (if any) from changes in indexation – in an ideal 


world, the discount rate will fluctuate with changes in 


indexation and so leave the carrying value unchanged. This is 


a profound change and will affect all authorities with PFIs ……” 


[10 audit firm] 


 


 “This is an uncertain area in terms of remeasurement.  We 


suggest further guidance around dealing with PFI schemes.  


Application of IFRS 16 measurement will have practical 


implications, and cause additional work, i.e. PFI contracts are 


subject to inflationary increases, so if payments change based 


on index changes, we will have to recalculate the lease 


liability.” [27 authority] 


 


 


 


 


 


 


E3 HRA Financial Instruments Impairment 


Question 29. Should the presentation of Financial Instrument Impairments in the 


HRA income and expenditure statement be aligned to that in the 


whole council CIES? 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 Yes. In order to increase understandability, the HRA net 


expenditure per the HRA statement and the net expenditure 


included in the cost of services in the CIES should be the same 


figure. Impairments should therefore be reported within the share 


of the operating income and expenditure included in the CIES. [1 


treasury advisor] 


 


 Alignment with the CIES is a reasonable approach. However, rent 


bad debts is not a permitted statutory debit to the HRA in 


Scotland. If this item is to be shown in the HRA I&E Statement it 


would have to be removed in the Movement in the HRA 


Statement. There is a current requirement to disclose the 


provision in respect of uncollectable debt. We believe this 


disclosure requirement should continue in any event. However, we 
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suggest that the word ‘provision’ be replaced with ‘impairment 


allowance’.  [3 audit body] 


 


 Should be aligned and shown separately under financing and 


investment income and expenditure subject to materiality 


judgement parameters discussed in previous sections of this ITC 


[9 authority] 


 


 Yes and expand the impairment disclosure note to show the 


detailed analysis of the amount. [10 audit firm] 


 


 Per Code para 3.5.2.1 'The HRA income and expenditure 


statement shall be prepared on the same basis as the whole 


authority surplus or deficit on the provision of services, following 


all the provisions of the Code. However, the HRA income and 


expenditure statement shall be presented in accordance with the 


statutory accounting requirements.' As there does not appear to 


be a statutory presentation requirement for financial instrument 


impairments, in our view the presentation should follow the Code 


requirements and be included under the heading of  'HRA share of 


the operating income and expenditure included in the whole 


authority comprehensive income and expenditure statement' as 


suggested in the Invitation to Comment document. [ 12 audit 


firm] 


 


 Yes. This will increase transparency and understandbility of the 


accounts [19 authority] 


 


 The presentation in the HRA should be consistent with that of the 


whole CIES. [22 authority] 


 


 For the purpose of clarity for the user of the accounts, the 


presentation in the HRA should be aligned to that in the whole 


council CIES wherever possible.  Where the amount is material, a 


separate and specific line should be added.  Otherwise, inclusion 


in the ‘share of the operating income and expenditure included in 


the CIES’ line would seem appropriate. [24 treasury advisor, also 


6 authority] 


 


 Yes this would provide consistency but not expecting this to occur 


as amounts are immaterial e.g we have a small number of 


mortgages of low value and cash balances are small. [27 


authority] 


 


 Yes to increase clarity and understanding for the user of the 


accounts, the presentation in the HRA should be aligned to that in 


the whole council CIES wherever possible or a further 


reconciliation provided as a supporting note. [29 council 


partnership] 


 


 For the purpose of clarity for the user of the accounts, the 


presentation in the HRA should be aligned to that in the whole 


council CIES wherever possible. Where the amount is material, a 


separate and specific line should be added. Otherwise, inclusion in 


the ‘share of the operating income and expenditure included in the 


CIES’ line would seem appropriate. [32 authority]  
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 Yes  - could create a new line in the HRA Statement where the 


HRA shows its gains / losses, interest payable etc, equivalent to 


the Council's Investment and Financing section. [36 authority] 


 


 Yes, we consider that financial instrument impairments in the HRA 


statement should be aligned with the presentation for such items 


in the whole council CIES. We agree with the suggestion that a 


separate line item be added to the Code for this. [40 audit body] 


 


 Yes, we currently do this [41 authority] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 


 Authorities had problems in 2018/19 with the apparent 


expectation in the Code that movements on impairment loss 


allowances should not be charged to services but consolidated as 


a corporate item in the Financing and Investment Income and 


Expenditure line in the CIES. This did not appear to be a fair 


presentation basis. The great majority of an authority’s debtors 


are past due balances for services and not amounts outstanding 


under credit terms. Impairments of debts are therefore more 


characteristically cancelations of income previously recognised for 


services rather than losses on credit facilities. It is therefore 


misleading to be stating income gross in service lines but 


allowances for losses on a corporate basis. We are firmly of the 


view that it is contrary to fair presentation for the Code to specify 


in paragraph 3.4.2.38 that impairment losses should be accounted 


for as Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure and that 


authorities should have discretion over the appropriate place to 


charge them (to be disclosed as an accounting policy choice). We 


consider that 3.4.2.38 should be amended to add “to the extent 


not fairly charged to segments”. This would then resolve the 


problem perceived to apply to the HRA. [17 accounting consultant, 


also 42 authority] 


 


 We currently show the contribution to the provision as a separate 


line item within the HRA, and we feel that it would be misleading 


to show what is an HRA-specific item within the section for the 


HRA's share of overall operating income and expenditure. [ 23 


authority] 


 


 We had to correct this during the audit this year – we left the HRA 


portion in the cost of services and only moved the General Fund 


portion to ‘Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure’ so 


that the HRA matches the CIES, and Audit were happy with that. 


We feel that there is a bit is a bit of a mismatch here because we 


are recognising the income in the Services but not the fact that 


we might not receive all of that income. We feel that the best 


place for this is within the cost of services. If it wasn’t then the 


HRA wouldn’t reconcile to the CIES and this would require 


additional disclosures, which goes against the streamlining 


agenda. [25 authority] 


 


 [The society]  does not see the transparency benefit of aligning 


[33 treasurer society]  


 


 The council believe that the movement should be held in the 


expenditure section of the HRA I&E and not as proposed.  Its 
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current positon within I&E links its relevance to rental income and 


related bad debt. [37 authority] 


 


 


 


 


E4 Financial Instruments – Specification of FVPL entries in CIES 


Question 30. Should the presentation of gains/losses, dividends and gains/losses 


on derecognition of financial instruments classified as fair value 


through profit or loss within SDPS be more definitively specified in the 


Code? 


 


Example 


Comments in 


Support 


 These are clearly items to be included with finance and 


investment income and expenditure. For completeness it may be 


helpful to list these within paragraph 3.4.2.38 c). [1 treasury 


advisor] 


 


 We believe that presentation in the Financing and Investment I&E 


line is appropriate. We suggest that the code be amended to 


explicitly reflect that presentation in order to encourage 


consistency [3 audit body] 


 


 Show separately under financing and investment income and 


expenditure [9 authority] 


 


 We would agree that authorities commonly present these in the 


Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line and 


concur that this is the appropriate line. The presentation should be 


more defintively specified in the Code in order to promote 


consistency. Where material, we would expect these to be 


separately disclosed in the notes to the accounts. [12 audit firm] 


 


 We advised authorities that these amounts should be posted to 


Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure. However, we 


were surprised when auditors indicated that gains and losses on 


derecognition should be posted to Other Operating Expenditure as 


gains/losses on the disposal of non-current assets. It would be 


helpful for the Code to confirm the former treatment. [17 


accounting consultant] 


 


 Yes. This should be included in paragrapgh 3.4.2.38 c to make it 


explicit [19 authority] 


 


 We would show these items within Financing and investment 


income and expenditure if we did have any such instruments. We 


are not aware of any reasons why this treatment should not be 


specified in the Code. [23 authority] 


 


 Inclusion of such items as part of Financing Investment Income 


and Expenditure line in the CIES would seem reasonable, with 


itemisation in supporting notes where material.  It could be useful 


to practitioners to have this more definitively specified in the 


Code.  [24 treasury advisor, 6 authority] 


 


 Yes they should be more definitively specified in the code. 


Inclusion as part of Financing Investment Income and Expenditure 
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line in the CIES is reasonable, with further explanation provided 


as a note if required. [29 council partnership] 


 


 Inclusion of such items as part of Financing Investment Income 


and Expenditure line in the CIES would seem reasonable, with 


itemisation in supporting notes where material. It could be useful 


to practitioners to have this more definitively specified in the 


Code. [32 authority] 


 


 Yes - for consistency we consider that such items should be 


definitively specified as being financing and investment income 


and expenditure in the CIES. [40 audit body] 


 


 should be more specific [41 authority] 


 


Example 


Comments 


Dissenting 


 


 No - the code currently includes adequate presentation [10 audit 


firm] 


 


 Additional disclosure would appear excessive.  The narrative 


report can reference any key issues of significant value. [27 


authority] 


 


 [Our]  view is that there is no requirement to amend the Code but 


presentation may be dependent on consideration of IFRS 9. [33 


treasurer society] 


 


 The council is content that the current Code guidance remains as 


is. [37 authority] 
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(% of 

responses) 

(% of views 

expressed) 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Agree: 

Disagree 

36 24 12 2.0 

86% 67% 33%  
 

Comments 

 

The principle of disclosure appears to be generally supported.  

 

Significant dissenting comments indicate concerns about practical 

implementation. For example:  

 

 length of disclosure required 

 addressing qualitative judgements 

 differences in requirements between the Code and auditing 

standards 

 media criticism 

 increased use of FOI requests.  

 

The potential for reducing clarity for accounts users is also 

highlighted. 

 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

That enforced implementation of disclosure results in less clarity, 

additional lengthy disclosures and increased difficulties for some 

authorities and auditors in reconciling Code and auditing standards 

requirements. 

 

Recommend

ation Q2 

That the proposal is amended to implement the following text: 

 
3.4.2.88B An authority is encouraged, but is not required, to disclose the 

basis on which it has assessed materiality for the financial 

statements, including group financial statements where 

presented, and the users who were considered in doing so. In 

determining whether to make this disclosure: 

 

 The disclosure relates solely to the authority’s 

assessment of materiality and users 

 The authority shall determine the extent of any 

disclosure, including whether to include quantitative 

criteria.  

 

 

A1 Materiality : Other Materiality Comments 

Question 3. What comments or suggestions do you have concerning other 

potential specifications in the Code to support and promote the 

appropriate application of materiality? 

 

Comments 

 

Comments indicate the following considerations arise: 

 

 The perception of differences between the Code and auditing 

standards requirements regarding materiality assessment 

 The suggestion that materiality determination requires to be more 

significantly targeted (ie granular) for different aspects of 

authority accounts (eg PPE, pensions liability, CIES,  reserves etc) 

 The role of the audit process in affecting materiality assessment 

by authorities 
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 Concern that discussion of materiality may be regarded as 

undermining the perception of the independence of the audit 

process 

 The importance of qualitative factors in materiality assessment 

 The role of guidance rather than Code prescription 

 The cost of evidencing quantitative materiality assessment (eg 

establishing an evidence base to prove immateriality) 

 Some support for Code indication of which disclosures are 

commonly expected and which may be less common 

 

Risk: 

MEDIUM  

 

Comments suggest that significant further attention will be required 

regarding the application of materiality for the 21/22 Code and 

beyond. Action on disclosures for the 20/21 Code may provide an 

initial basis for discussion and direction. 

 

Recommend

ation Q3 

 That the determination of amendment to 20/21 disclosure 

requirements (see section B) should include consideration 

of the above comments. 

 

 For the 21/22 Code, CIPFA/LASAAC should initiate 

stakeholder contact regarding the application of materiality 

by authorities and auditors to identify potential future Code 

requirements 

 

 

 

A2 Disclosure Assessment: FReM Questions  

Question 4. Do you agree with the adoption of the proposed FReM disclosure 

assessment questions in the Code? If not, why not? What alternatives 

would you suggest? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree 

35 27 8 3.4 

83% 77% 23%  
 

Comments 

 

The underlying principles and practical implementation of the 

proposals as presented do not appear to provide clarity to 

stakeholders. This applies regardless of whether support or dissent 

was expressed. Areas of comment include: 

 

 Suggestion that the questions are more relevant for 

CIPFA/LASAAC in developing the code than directly for 

preparers 

 Suggestion that the questions would be more appropriate as 

guidance rather than Code specification 

 Lack of clarity on whether the framework questions would 

apply to disclosures required under accounting standards 

 A need to provide clarity where a disclosure is a statutory 

requirement and thus the framework questions do not apply 

 Application of the cost/benefit assessment – both in terms of 

practice and evidencing, and the view that this assessment is 

explicitly not permitted under accounting standards as an 

exemption from disclosure 

 Cross- referencing to other sources is noted as not being in 

alignment with IFRS accounting requirements 
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 A lack of clarity as to whether, or why, the questions should 

only be applied to new disclosures 

 Suggestions that materiality should be included as a specific 

question in the framework 

 The potential for additional work to arise for authorities in 

demonstrating and evidencing that the framework questions 

have been applied as specified in the Code 

 Reference to ‘annual accounts and financial statements’ should 

just be ‘annual accounts’ 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

While the principle of some framework assessment is supported the 

precise and practical application of this, and how the proposed 

questions align with the accounting requirements, is not agreed. This 

applies regardless of whether respondents were supportive or 

dissenting. 

 

There are consequentially considered to be risks arising from 

implementation as proposed.  

 

Amendment without further consultation and stakeholder engagement 

may also incur implementation risk. Consideration should also be 

given as to cross-referencing to WGA requirements since identification 

of these may also affect the eventual assessment framework. 

 

For English authorities the Redmond Review may also affect the 

extent to which some disclosures should be considered as mandatory 

compared to others which are subject to the accounting 

requirements. 

 

Potential 

Options 

Options for discussion include: 

 

A. Proceed to implement, potentially clarifying that: 

 The questions do not apply to statutorily required 

disclosures (this would require identification of these) 

 The questions apply to the annual accounts disclosures 

 The questions do not however allow exemption from 

accounting disclosures on the basis of cost benefit or 

publication elsewhere.  

 This could require identification of those disclosures to 

which they did apply.  

 Materiality should be considered 

 WGA requirements should be considered (and potentially 

identified in the Code) 

 The framework questions should apply to all disclosures, 

not just new disclosures. 

 

B. That with stakeholder engagement CIPFA/LASAAC develops a 

protocol for disclosure assessment, based on the questions and 

local government circumstances, to assist in identification for 

21/22 disclosure requirements.  

 A protocol is not considered to be pragmatic to develop 

for 20/21 Code disclosures, however the responses to 

section B will inform 20/21 disclosure decisions. 

 

C. That CIPFA/LASAAC considers that the framework questions are 

more appropriately a matter for guidance rather than 

CIPFA/LASAAC consideration. 
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Recommend

ation Q4 

That the proposed text is not implemented in the 20/21 Code. 

With stakeholder engagement CIPFA/LASAAC is recommended 

to develop a protocol for disclosure assessment, based on the 

questions and local government circumstances, to assist in 

identification for 21/22 disclosure requirements.  

 

That the responses to this question and to section B will 

inform 20/21 disclosure decisions. 

 

 

 

A2 Disclosure Assessment : Group Disclosures 

Question 5. What suggestions for focus and improvement would you make 

regarding disclosures which may have specific relevance for group 

entities? 

Comments 

 

The following key aspects were noted: 

 

 Concern over the cost/benefit of group accounts presentation, 

particularly noting that group accounts are not considered to be of 

significant benefit to accounts users 

 It is suggested that a focus on the numerical aspects and values 

of group accounts detracts from an understanding of the different 

statutory and financial regimes of group entities. It is suggested 

that in many cases group accounts are not materially different 

from those of the single entity. Qualitative factors are proposed as 

being more significant. 

 Suggestions that cross referencing and hyper-links to group entity 

accounts would be helpful, and may reduce the extent of 

disclosures required in local government accounts 

 Suggestions that improved disclosures, both narrative and 

quantitative, in the single entity accounts would be more helpful 

and informative to readers than group accounts presentation 

 More transparency regarding pension guarantees, and other intra 

group transactions is suggested 

 The use of a ‘dual column’ approach, rather than separate group 

statements, is suggested 

 

Additionally the impact on Whole of Government Accounts processes 

and completion will require assessment. 

 

Risk: 

MEDIUM 

 

Risks are considered to arise from implementing amendments without 

more specific proposals for stakeholder engagement. Proceeding to 

target 21/22 for changes will allow for this engagement. 

 

Recommend

ation Q5 

That no specific amendments for 20/21 are implemented. For 

the 21/22 Code the stakeholder feedback from the responses 

above, the stakeholder survey, the discussion papers, and 

other engagement activities should be considered. 

 

That discussion of any amendments to disclosure 

requirements in 20/21 should recognise the potential impact 

on group accounts disclosures. 
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A2 Disclosure Assessment: Prior Period Disclosures  

Question 6. Do you agree with the adoption of the proposed FReM disclosure 

assessment questions in the Code? If not, why not? What alternatives 

would you suggest? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree 

32 29 3 9.7 

76% 91% 9%  
 

Comments 

 

The underlying principles and practical implementation of the 

proposals as presented do not appear to provide clarity to all 

stakeholders. The following aspects were noted in the comments 

made: 

 

 The Code proposed text does not provide the clarity expressed in 

the ITC that the allowance relates only to narrative information. 

 The proposed text does not recognise that more prior period 

information may be required in some circumstances. 

 Some respondents considered that particular notes would benefit 

from non-inclusion of full prior period numerical data. Examples 

included PP&E note and statutory adjustments. 

 Dissenters to the proposal noted that there was little benefit in 

adding the specification if it did not extend to numerical data. 

 One respondent suggested that the requirements should be 

adapted to specifically permit non-inclusion of prior period 

numerical data where it is not material. 

 A small number of respondents referred to prior period 

adjustment requirements.  

 

Implementation of the proposed text, without amendment, is 

therefore not considered appropriate, and would involve significant 

implementation risk. 

 

From the above it is suggested that the clarification agenda, and 

vision achievement, will be most effectively supported by 

CIPFA/LASAAC decisions regarding the requirements for disclosures in 

the reporting year (ie by focused on which disclosures are most 

helpful in and of themselves, rather than focusing on specification 

concerning specific years). This will, by its nature, directly affect the 

requirement for a prior year comparative. 

 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

 

Responses indicate that stakeholder expectations may differ, and that 

consequently there is significant implementation risk.  

Potential 

Options 

Key options for CIPFA/LASAAC include: 

 

A. Withdrawing the proposal altogether. 

 

 As noted by dissenters this may be an option with minimal 

impact in practice. The proposal was however supported by a 

significant majority and withdrawal may be seen as a 

retrograde step. 

 Reliance could be placed on guidance to support application of 

Materiality Practice Statement 2. 
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B. Amending the proposed text to clarify that it does not extend to 

numerical data and that additional narrative may sometimes be 

required. 

 

 This would be in alignment with some comments, however 

other respondents may consider it does not fulfil their 

perception of the original proposal. 

 

C. Amending the proposed text to allow a specific adaptation, 

potentially restricted to specific disclosures, that some prior period 

numerical data may be omitted where specific criteria are met. 

 

 Specific disclosures where consideration may be given for this 

could include PP&E disclosures. 

 Supporting a limited and restricted adaptation, subject to 

discussion with FRAB, may be regarded as progress towards 

vision statement achievement and reducing complexity for 

users. 

 

Recommend

ation Q4 

Dependent on CIPFA/LASAAC direction draft text  for options 

B and C are  

 

OPTION B: Clearer specification 

 

3.4.2.27C A local authority makes materiality judgements on the 

complete set of financial statements, including prior‑period 

information provided in the financial statement1. To aid an 

understanding of the current period financial statements this may 

require less, or more, prior period information than was included in 

the previous period financial statements. A local authority may 

summarise non-numerical prior period narrative and descriptive 

information2, subject to the need to retain the information necessary 

for users to understand the current period financial statements.  

 

1.As indicated in IFRS Practice Statement 2: Making Materiality 

Judgements (IFRS Foundation, September 2017) paragraph 66, with 

more explanation in paragraphs 67-71. 

 

2.The requirements of IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements 

paragraph 38 anticipate that, subject to the requirements of IFRS 

standards an entity shall present comparative information in respect 

of the preceding period for all amounts reported in the current period. 

 

 

OPTION C: Potential restricted adaptation to allow exemption from 

providing detailed prior period information for Property, Plant & 

Equipment. 

 

NEW Additional sub-para: 4.1.4.3 2). “In applying paragraph 4.1.4.3 

1) the following adaptation of IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment 

applies: 

 where the prior period information has not been restated and 

analysis by class of prior-period information is not considered 

material for users the prior period data for property, plant and 

equipment required in 4.1.4.3 1) d) and e) may be provided in 
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aggregate for property, plant & equipment rather than for 

each class of property, plant and equipment.” 

 

[Note: Other areas where some respondents suggested aggregation 

of prior-period included: MiRS statement / statutory adjustments 

details, reserves. These are not currently included. CIPFA/LASAAC 

may wish to consider whether vision statement achievement would 

support identification of other areas for adaptation. 

 

Note: this would require FRAB consideration.] 

 

 

 

 

B2 CAPITAL DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 7,8,9 

Comments 

 

 

User Needs: Comments related to: 

 

 Support for the importance of PPE information for authority 

accounts 

 Appropriate application of materiality and professional judgement 

to avoid obscuring material information is vital 

 Many respondents noted the level of detail provided in the main 

PPE table as excessive, generally with a preference to provide a 

Net Book Value based analysis. 

 Valuation and IFRS 13 (FV measurement) disclosures being 

excessive and unhelpful 

 Importance of clarity of disclosures regarding capital funding, 

REFCUS items and reconciliation / movement in the CFR and 

external borrowing. 

 Questioning of the relevance of current value, and the emphasis 

on the accuracy of estimation, given that operational assets are 

not expected to be realised in cash terms and the statutory 

framework removes many entries from the general fund 

 Importance of clarity and transparency regarding investments eg 

revenue generation / invest to save schemes. 

 Consistency of application of capital grants treatments 

 Issues with the 5-year rolling programme requirement not being 

effective at preventing interim valuations 

 One respondent challenged why HNA (infrastructure asset) is not 

carried at current value 

 One respondent suggested heritage assets should not be recoded 

on the balance sheet 

 

Resource Implications: Comments related to: 

 

 A significant number of respondents highlighted the importance of 

focusing resources on the statutory arrangements for capital 

transactions (including REFCUS, CFR & funding).  

 Reduced disclosures would assist in saving resources, but 

underlying accounting records would still be required. 

 Evidencing non-materiality in order to exclude disclosures can also 

be onerous. 

 Flexibility relating to local authority judgements on non-statutory 

(& non WGA) items was suggested. 

 In particular the cost-benefit of IFRS 13 disclosures and valuation 

disclosures was questioned. 
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 The cost of valuations, and evidencing the appropriateness of 

valuations as at the balance sheet date, was noted as a critical 

issue. 

 Ensuring alignment with statutory returns / WGA is important 

 

Adaptations and interpretations: Comments related to: 

 

 Adaptation to support a simpler ‘net book value’ PPE table was 

advocated by a number of respondents 

 Some respondents highlighted CIPFA/LASAAC’s role in making 

appropriate adaptations etc 

 One respondent suggested potential adaptation of IFRS to 

minimise or remove the need for statutory adjustments 

 Code support for broader measures of materiality for property 

items was suggested 

 Flexibility relating to local authority judgements on non-statutory 

disclosures was suggested. 

 The impact of ISA 540 may mean more focus on assessing the 

appropriateness of reporting concerning key estimates. 

 A move towards requiring historic cost measurement for PPE was 

suggested 

 An indication of commonly expected disclosures, and those which 

would be ‘by exception’, was suggested. 

 Additional disclosures related to REFCUS, capital funding and CFR 

items could be considered.  

 Clearer allowance in the Code for reliance on a 5 year rolling 

programme, and for use of interim valuations (eg non 31 March 

valuations) was suggested. 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

 

A number of risks arise in achieving appropriate balance of 

disclosures, primarily relating to achieving: 

 A clear reduction in disclosure length & complexity for 20/21 

 Continued alignment to support WGA 

 Ensuring that resource requirements do not increase 

 Ensuring that group accounts  

 

Potential 

Options 

The responses highlight a number of key issues. For vision 

achievement purposes CIPFA/LASAAC will wish to identify actions for 

20/21 separately from those for 21/22. 

 

For 20/21 CIPFA/LASAAC may consider: 

 

 Indicating that some disclosures are expected to be 

summarised, unless by exception there is a clearly evidenced 

user need for more detail to be provided. This may most 

specifically relate to: 

o IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement disclosures related to 

surplus assets (see 4.1.4.5, section 2.10) 

o Valuation disclosures 4.1.4.3 4) 

 Permitting, but not requiring, that authorities may optionally 

present a simplified ‘Net Book Value’ based PPE table instead 

of that required by 4.1.4.3 d) and e) where: 

o It is considered that user needs will not be 

disadvantaged by the presentation of a simpler table 

o It is understood that the underlying accounting records 

for the full table will be required to enable compliance 

with WGA requirements 
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For 21/22 CIPFA/LASAAC is recommended to consider: 

 

 A review of the 5 year rolling programme practical application, 

including the potential to specify reliance on interim indexation 

arrangements 

 The presentation of statutory capital expenditure information 

(REFCUS, CFR, funding) either as part of a capital expenditure 

note or as part of a ‘use of public resources’ section 

 The potential for clearer Code support for appropriate 

pragmatic materiality judgements in local government 

accounts 

 

 

Recommend

ation Q7,8,9 

For 20/21 CIPFA/LASAAC may consider: 

 

A. Indicating that some disclosures are expected to be reported 

by exception or in summary, unless there is a clearly 

evidenced user need for more detail to be provided. This may 

most specifically relate to: 

o 4.1.4.3 4): Disclosure of valuation information (eg 

date, methods & assumptions etc) 

o 4.1.4.5 – Application of IFRS 13 Fair Value 

Measurement disclosures related to surplus assets (see 

2.10.4.1 

o Section 4.4 (Investment Property) – however the 

extent of, and public interest in, commercial property 

investments may affect the assessment of materiality 

for some authorities 

 

Potential implementation text: 

 

““4.1.4.3 4)  “If items of property, plant and equipment are stated at 

revalued amounts, the following are expected to be reported by 

exception or in summary, unless there is a clearly evidenced user 

need for more detail to be provided….” 

 

 

“4.1.4.5”…. However, as surplus assets are measured at fair value, 

the disclosures in Section 2.10 will apply to surplus assets, where 

relevant, and subject to the materiality judgements of the authority. 

They are expected to be reported by exception or in summary, unless 

there is a clearly evidenced user need for more detail to be provided.” 

 

B. Permitting, but not requiring, that authorities may optionally 

present a simplified ‘Net Book Value’ based PPE table instead 

of that required by 4.1.4.3 d) and e) where: 

a. The local authority considers that user needs will not be 

disadvantaged by the presentation of a simpler table 

b. The local authority is satisfied that the underlying 

accounting records for the full table are available to 

enable compliance with WGA requirements and other 

statutory returns.  

 

NEW: “4.4.4.2B As investment property is measured at fair value, the 

disclosures in Section 2.10 will apply to surplus assets, where 

relevant, and subject to the materiality judgements of the authority. 
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They are expected to be reported by exception or in summary, unless 

there is a clearly evidenced user need for more detail to be provided.” 

 

 

The optional PPE table could be specified to provide, for each 

class of asset: 

 

Opening Net Book Value 

 

Additions and Donations 

Depreciation Charge to SDPS for the year 

Impairment and revaluation losses charged to SDPS 

Other Revaluation Reserve Changes 

Reclassifications to other asset categories 

Derecognitions  

Other Changes 

Net Book Value Change in Year 

 

Closing Net Book Value 

 

NOTES: 

 Detailed text has not been drafted pending CIPFA/LASAAC 

consideration and further direction 

 CIPFA/LASAAC discussion with FRAB regarding the 

above would be required. 

 Consideration may also be given to the implications for 

comparability and trend analysis by some accounts users. 

 Any ‘disclosures by exception’ identified may still however be 

potentially relevant for group accounts 

 

 

For 21/22 CIPFA/LASAAC is recommended to consider: 

 

 A review of the 5 year rolling programme practical application, 

including the potential to specify reliance on interim indexation 

arrangements for some asset classes 

 

 The presentation of statutory capital expenditure information 

(REFCUS, CFR, funding) either as part of a capital expenditure 

note or as part of a ‘use of public resources’ section 

 

 The potential for clearer Code support for appropriate 

pragmatic materiality judgements in local government 

accounts 

 

 

 

B3 PENSIONS DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 10,11,12 

Comments 

 

 

User Needs: Comments related to: 

 

 The fact that IAS 19 based assumptions do not reflect the actual 

expected future funding required from the council 
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 The fact that pension liability values do not directly affect General 

Fund balances, being charged to the Pensions Reserve 

 The potential to use the funding valuation as a basis for annual 

accounts figures instead of IAS 19 

 The lack of relevance of IAS 19 figures, and especially detailed 

valuation, fund asset analysis, sensitivity analysis and actuarial 

funding assumption disclosures, to most users of the accounts 

 The volatility of pensions liabilities 

 The suggestion that the level of detail provided obscures key 

information for accounts users 

 Suggestion that disclosures could be reduced with linkage to the 

LGPS fund accounts 

 

Resource Implications: Comments related to: 

 

 The cost of commissioning actuarial reports, and the resource 

implications of requiring updated reports due to late issues (eg 

McCloud case) affecting liability assessment. 

 The staff time in providing information to actuaries to support 

calculations 

 Audit costs arising from changes (eg McCloud case) 

 Preference for staff time and resources to be utilised for other 

areas of the accounts or other tasks 

 The importance of alignment with WGA and other statutory 

returns 

 The assessment of materiality (eg in relation to McCloud) being 

driven purely by quantitative figures rather than qualitative 

considerations or user interests. [see earlier questions regarding 

application of materiality] 

 

Adaptations and interpretations: Comments related to: 

 

 A statement from one audit body that “there is merit in adapting 

IAS 19 to dispense with the annual assessment by actuaries” 

 A significant number of respondents commented that disclosures 

should be substantially reduced, especially in relation to detailed 

valuation, fund asset analysis, sensitivity analysis and actuarial 

funding assumption disclosures, for most users of the accounts. 

 A number of respondents also commented that disclosures could 

be reduced with linkage to the LGPS fund accounts 

 An audit firm noted that the implementation of ISA 540 may 

increase the audit focus on “the appropriateness of management 

reporting concerning key messages” 

 An audit body supported adaptation and interpretation to reduce 

disclosures, specifically many narrative elements. 

 

Factors for 

CIPFA/ 

LASAAC 

Review 

 

 Providing an indication of reporting by exception or in summary 

unless materiality assessment indicates otherwise could support 

the provision of WGA compliant information, without necessitating 

additional detail. 

 

 Emphasis in guidance may support the application of the 

principles of IAS 19 disclosures in 6.3.4.42 1)-4) are applied to 

provide suitable narrative and other disclosures for the needs of 

accounts users, where the remaining disclosures do not 

sufficiently achieve this. 

https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/0fa69c03-49ec-49ae-a8c9-cc7a2b65382a/ISA-(UK)-540_Revised-December-2018_final.pdf
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 It should be noted that 6.3.4.42 6) and 7) [opening to closing 

balance reconciliation for plan assets and PV of the obligation] are 

required for WGA data completion. Retention in the accounts is 

proposed to support this. This explicitly involves audit of the 

relevant data using a materiality level relevant for the authority. 

 

 Complete removal of disclosures may be considered, however 

some of the disclosure requirements which may not normally 

affect the single entity may potentially be relevant for group 

accounts (eg where statutory reversals do not apply and/or the 

scheme involved is not a public sector scheme) 

 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

 

A number of risks arise in achieving appropriate balance of 

disclosures, primarily relating to achieving: 

 A clear reduction in disclosure length & complexity for 20/21 

 Continued alignment to support WGA 

 Ensuring that resource requirements do not increase 

 Ensuring that group accounts and/or complex arrangements 

are disclosed  

 

Recommend

ation  

Q10, 11,12 

That for 20/21 the Code identifies that the following 

disclosures should only be provided by exception or in 

summary, unless there is a clearly evidenced user need for 

more detail to be provided (all sub-paragraphs of 6.4.3.42): 

 

o 8) disaggregation of fair value of plan assets [Note: 

WGA returns require a basic split: Equities / Bonds/ 

Other – analysis of other requested] 

o 9) fair value of authority’s transferable financial 

instruments held as plan assets / property plan assets 

used by the authority 

o 10) the significant actuarial assumptions used [Note: 

WGA returns require a basic statement of: rate of 

increase in salaries / rate of increases in pensions in 

payment / inflation assumption] 

o 11) sensitivity analysis of assumptions 

o 12) asset matching strategies used to manage risk 

 

Potential implementation text: 

 

“6.4.3.42B The disclosures specified in 6.4.3.42 8), 9), 10), 11), and 

12) are expected to be reported by exception or in summary, unless 

there is a clearly evidenced user need for more detail to be provided.”  

 

 

That for 21/22 stakeholder engagement is undertaken 

regarding WGA disclosure and measurement requirements, 

noting that pension liabilities are a significant element in WGA 

accounts. 
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B4 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 13,14,15 

Comments 

 

 

User Needs: Comments related to: 

 

 Views that the requirements are appropriate as long as they are 

implemented with user needs and materiality in consideration. An 

appropriate balance (per 7.3.1.4) of detail should be provided. 

 Indications that the level of detail provided in accounts is often 

excessive and not conducive to achieving clarity for users (eg 

immaterial information is included and/or a ‘boiler-plate’ approach 

is adopted) 

 That existing disclosures do not always identify critical aspects or 

instruments (eg LOBOs) 

 That the fair value hierarchy disclosures are not helpful to users 

 That fair value disclosures (eg for PWLB or PFI liabilities) are not 

helpful. 

 That the categories of financial instrument (eg amortised cost, 

FVOCI, FVPL) do not add value. The term amortised cost may be 

unclear to some users. 

 That disclosures relating to FV valuation techniques, FVOCI 

designations; and extended risk disclosures do not add value to 

users. 

 That more specific linkage to WGA requirements would be helpful. 

 That the financial instrument risks faced by local government 

bodies are different to those faced by private sector bodies. 

 That a focus could be placed on the FI risks affecting the 

authority. 

 That some financial instruments (eg investments in companies) 

are undertaken for direct service delivery purposes, not 

commercial returns, and that this could be more clearly identified 

in disclosures. 

 That the requirements relating to ‘offsetting’ financial assets and 

liabilities do not apply for local government (although see 

responses to Q32) 

 That disclosures could be improved to more clearly relate to the 

CFR (eg FIs supported by capital borrowing). 

 

 

Resource Implications: Comments related to: 

 

 A need to target resources towards disclosures that were most 

relevant and useful for users 

 Views that the staff time and expertise required creates 

challenges 

 PWLB fair value provision is onerous 

 Expected credit loss assessment can be onerous, even to support 

the view that the amount is immaterial 

 The requirement to split debtors/creditors between FI and non-FI 

items is time consuming. 

 Signposting to existing Treasury Management reports could help 

to reduce detailed disclosures 

 The role of CIPFA/LASAAC in appropriately adapting or 

interpreting requirements for local government application 

 Suggestions that the classification of FIs can be resource intensive 

 Disclosures may require external support to be purchased (eg 

from Treasury Managers) 

 Extensive audit queries are time consuming for audit and 

authority staff 
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 Views that the narrative elements of many FI disclosures are 

excessive 

 

 

Adaptations and interpretations: Comments related to: 

 

 Suggestion to replace the following by referencing the 

requirement to follow the IFRS standards where these situations 

arise (ie inclusion in 7.3.1.6-7.3.1.7): 

o Soft loan disclosures relating to reconciliation (7.3.2.3 a), 

and valuation assumptions (7.3.2.3 d). 

o ‘offsetting’ disclosures (7.3.2.8) 

o disclosures of defaults and breaches (7.3.2.11 and 

7.3.2.12) 

o Valuation disclosure requirements where FV is not based 

on an active market or observable market data (7.3.2.19) 

o Information disclosures where the FV of a discretionary 

participation feature cannot be reliably measured 

(7.3.2.21) 

o Asset transfers eg where not derecognised or there is 

continuing involvement (7.3.4.1) 

 

 Suggestion that IFRS recognition and measurement could be 

adapted to remove the requirement for statutory adjustments.  

 Views that extensive disclosures should be reduced, for example 

lengthy risk disclosures which are not required or relevant for 

users, and valuation descriptions. Specific adaptation and 

interpretation of risk disclosure requirements was suggested. 

 Suggestion to remove disclosures relating to FV valuation 

techniques (7.3.2.16-21), listings of investments in equity 

designated as FVOCI (7.3.2.5-6), nature and extent of risks 

(7.3.3.1-5). 

 Request for reconsideration of the requirement to treat some 

items as FVPL on the basis that the statutory override expires in 5 

years 

 Removal of requirement to disclose FV for amortised cost / fixed 

rate loans (eg PWLB) 

 A number of requests that investments for direct service delivery 

purposes are more explicitly and specifically differentiated from 

those made for commercial investment returns 

 A suggestion that details relating to FI asset classifications 

(amortised cost, FVOCI, FVPL) are unnecessary. 

 

Factors for 

CIPFA/ 

LASAAC 

Review  

 

 There is general consensus that the existing application of the 

current Code requirements is not appropriate for user needs. 

 

 Comments indicate that, to some extent, it is the perception of 

Code ‘requirements’ rather than recognition of the Code allowance 

for ‘application of judgement’ which is a key factor in behaviours 

 

 There is a need to ensure that complex and significant FI aspects 

are reported to support transparency, scrutiny, good governance, 

risk management awareness and known public interest areas.  

 

 There is a need to ensure that Code requirements are also 

relevant and suitable for group accounts, where group entities 
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may have FIs which are more complex than local authorities, 

involve more risk and which operate within a different statutory 

framework.  

 

 It may be noted that while local authorities may be perceived to 

have lower FI risk exposure, this does not mean ‘no risk’. BCCI 

and Icelandic banks are historic examples of liquidity & security 

risk exposure. LOBOs and use of derivatives are examples of 

market based FI risks. 

 

 There is therefore a risk in direct elimination of some 

requirements which would not reflect key or significant FI aspects 

affecting an authority or group eg use of LOBOs, liquidity and 

security risks, exposure to market rate changes and use of 

complex financial instruments. 

 

 WGA requirements include: 

 

o Detailed tables re income, expense, gains & losses 

o Fair value disclosures (eg FV of long-term liabilities) 

 

o risk disclosures are generally driven by what an authority 

has needed to disclose in its accounts (eg it asks ‘did you 

need to disclose Credit Risk as a material risk’, similar for 

liquidity risk and interest rate risk.) 

 

 Where a ‘yes’ answer is given detailed tables are 

required to be completed 

 

o The form also requires an indication of whether (if total 

assets or liabilities were > £50m) the following have 

arisen: 

 Reclassifications; non-derecognition transfers; 

collateral held; Impairments (where carrying 

amount not reduced); defaults; breaches; non-

borrowing / creditors etc liabilities > £50m (eg 

financial guarantees; derivative liabilities) 

 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

 

A number of risks arise in achieving appropriate balance of 

disclosures, primarily relating to achieving: 

 A clear reduction in disclosure length & complexity for 20/21 

 Continued alignment to support WGA 

 Ensuring that resource requirements do not increase 

 Ensuring that group accounts and/or complex arrangements 

are disclosed  

 

Recommend

ation  

Q13, 14,15 

That for 20/21 the Code identifies that the following 

disclosures should only be provided by exception or in 

summary, unless there is a clearly evidenced user need for 

more detail to be provided. The following are suggested as the 

primary areas for this to apply, with a particular aim of 

reducing non-WGA relevant disclosures: 

 

o 7.3.2.3 – Soft Loans – opening & closing reconciliation; 

nominal value; purpose & type; valuation assumptions 
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o 7.3.3.11-12 – credit risk management practices 

explanation; inputs, assumptions & estimations 

o 7.3.3.21 b) description of management of liquidity risk 

o 7.3.3.22 b) and c) market risk methods & assumptions 

used for sensitivity analysis, and changes from prior 

year 

 

Example potential implementation text: 

 

“7.3.2.3 Where an authority separately discloses the carrying amount 

of soft loans granted by the authority, the following will be disclosed 

by exception or in summary, unless there is a clearly evidenced user 

need for more detail to be provided…..” 

 

That for 21/22 liaison with the HMT WGA Team seeks to 

establish further scope for refinement of numerical 

requirements appropriate for local government annual 

accounts. 

  

 

 

B5 CASH FLOW DISCLOSURES: QUESTIONS 16,17,18 

Comments 

 

 

User Needs: Comments related to: 

 

 A significant number of respondents indicated that current 

requirements were appropriate 

 A lower profile and relevance of cash flow statement information 

for stakeholders was commented on. 

 A suggestion that the cash flow statement could be removed as a 

requirement 

 A suggestion that to reduce the need for the additional disclosures 

detail lines could be included on the face of the statement 

 The usefulness of the financing liabilities changes disclosure for 

accounts users was queried by one respondent 

 Additional narrative for users may be helpful 

 

 

Resource Implications: Comments related to: 

 

 A significant number of respondents indicated that resource 

implications were not regarded as significant 

 CIPFA/LASAAC’s role in specifying adaptations and interpretations 

 One respondent indicated that resources could be more 

appropriately focused to other areas of the statements 

 Concerns were expressed in the event that additional disclosures 

may be required 

 

Adaptations and interpretations: Comments related to: 

 

 A significant number of respondents indicated that no further 

adaptation or interpretation was necessary  

 Two respondents indicated that the cash flow statement could be 

considered for removal as a requirement 

 One respondent indicated the financing liabilities changes 

disclosure could be removed, with reference to TM reports 
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Factors for 

CIPFA/ 

LASAAC 

Review  

 

 WGA returns do not currently require significant cash flow 

information from either the Cash Flow Statement or the related 

disclosure notes 

 It appears that the WGA cash statement is established through 

more centrally held data and potentially through adjustments for 

balance sheet movements 

 The WGA PPE note requires an indication of cash flows on 

purchases and cash flows from sales, as well as cash holdings in 

current bank accounts; cash held by the authority; and short term 

deposits. 

 The WGA publication itself includes a cash flow statement, with a 

number of detail lines within each section, and a single additional 

disclosure providing an analysis of cash and cash equivalents. 

 In Q32 respondents have raised a suggestion relating to the 

identification of cash & cash equivalents 

 

Risk: 

Low 

 

Responses indicate that while views may differ, cash flow statement 

disclosures are not the highest priority of attention for most users. 

Some action to reduce or ensure appropriate application may be 

considered. 

 

Recommend

ation  

Q16, 17,18 

That no specific amendments for 20/21 are implemented.  

  

 

 

C2 IAS 19 Amendments: Plan Curtailments etc  

Question 19. Do you agree with the proposal to emphasise the application of 

materiality and the support for this by providing direction regarding 

an initial assessment of quantitative materiality? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

32 29 3 9.7 

76% 91% 9%  
 

Comments 

 

Comments in support: 

 

 Many responses supported the proposal however a number 

expressed concern regarding the extent of evidence which may be 

required  

 

 The consequences of audit process challenge to a ‘proxy’ 

assessment, particularly the additional delay, costs arising and 

complexity of disclosures required in the accounts, was 

highlighted. 

 

Dissenting comments: 

 

 Two respondents noted that specifically highlighting materiality 

application in this case could undermine the overall expectation 

that authorities should apply materiality judgement to all 

treatments and disclosures 
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 One respondent specifically stated that the application of 

materiality assessment is an authority responsibility and this 

judgement should be left with each authority. 

 

 One respondent suggested that actuarial reports could be 

expected to include all the information required by an authority to 

comply with the code requirements 

 

Factors for 

CIPFA/ 

LASAAC 

Review 

 

 Where an in-year amendment etc is not considered to be material 

it is not considered that WGA issues arise. 

 

 The responses indicate general support for the proposals, however 

concerns are raised regarding the practices and behaviours that 

will arise. Some respondents indicated that additional guidance 

(for both auditors and preparers) may be helpful. 

 

Risk: 

MEDIUM 

 

Implementation behaviours may, especially in the first year, give rise 

to some discussion and consistency concerns. It is suggested however 

that failure to implement as proposed will increase the risk of higher 

resource requirements and work to evidence materiality. 

 

Recommend

ation Q19 

That the proposal is implemented. 

 

 

C3 IFRS 3 Definition of a Business  

Question 20. Do you agree with the proposals that no substantive amendments are 

required for implementation of ‘Definition of a Business: Amendments 

to IFRS 3’?   

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

30 30 0 N/A 

71% 100% 0%  
 

Comments 

 

The proposals were generally supported. One respondent noted that 

illustrative guidance would be of assistance. 

Risk: 

Low 

 

 

Recommend

ation Q20 

That the proposal is implemented. 

 

 

C4 Amendments to Conceptual Framework  

Question 21. Do you agree with the proposals for implementation of ‘Amendments 

to References to the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards’?   

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

30 30 0 N/A 

71% 100% 0%  
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Comments 

 

The proposals were generally supported. 

 

Risk: 

Low 

 

 

Recommend

ation Q21 

That the proposal is implemented. 

 

 

C5 Provisions for UK withdrawal from the EU  

Question 22. Do you agree with the proposals in the event of UK Withdrawal from 

the European Union? If not, why not? What alternatives would you 

suggest?   

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

30 30 0 N/A 

71% 100% 0%  
 

Comments 

 

The proposals were generally supported with an audit body noting 

that: 

  

“the footnote is inconsistent as it states that after EU 

withdrawal the Code will ‘apply’ UK-adopted IFRS. To avoid 

giving the impression that this represents a change in 

approach, we suggest that the footnote also uses the words 

‘based on’”. 

 

Risk: 

Low 

 

 

Recommend

ation Q22 

That the proposal is implemented, with the suggested 

amendment incorporated to refer to ‘based on’ rather than ‘ 

apply’. i.e 

 

“In the event of the UK withdrawing from the remit of the EU-

endorsement framework, the Code will apply be based on standards 

adopted for UK application under the terms of The International 

Accounting Standards and European Public Limited-Liability Company 

(Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (SI 2019/685). 

 

 

 

 

C6 IPSAS 41 and 42  

Question 23. Do you agree with the intention not to amend the 20/21 Code in 

relation to IPSAS 41 Financial Instruments and IPSAS 42 Social 

Benefits??   

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

32 32 0 N/A 

76% 100% 0%  
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Comments 

 

The proposals were generally supported. 

 

Risk: 

Low 

 

 

Recommend

ation Q23 

That the proposal is implemented. 

 

 

C7 Pension Fund Accounts: Pensions SORP Alignment  

Question 24. Do you support the proposed amendments to ensure alignment with 

the Pensions SORP, and the expectation of prior period restatement 

where material? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

21 18 3 6.0 

50% 86% 14%  
 

Comments 

 

The proposal is generally supported with some comments that it 

would be hoped or anticipated that prior period restatement would 

not be required. 

 

Dissenting comments (the same comments from three respondents) 

indicating : 

 

“We are not in favour of the requirement to analyse pooled 

investment vehicles into various types of subcategories (such 

as equities, hedge funds, diversified growth funds etc) as it 

creates a distinction between investments that would all be 

most easily understood as pooled investment vehicles to the 

principal users of the accounts.” 

 

 

Factors for 

CIPFA/ 

LASAAC 

Review 

The proposals do not introduce additional analysis requirements, 

rather they replace the existing analysis requirements. The specific 

nature and potential readership of LGPS accounts, including 

governments and Scheme Advisory Boards, may affect CIPFA/LASAAC 

consideration of whether a reduction in detail of investments 

supports, and is in alignment with, the vision statement. 

 

Risk: 

Low 

 

 

Recommend

ation Q24 

That the proposal is implemented. 

 

 

D1 Legislation Amendments  

Question 25. Do you support the proposed amendments to ensure alignment with 

the Pensions SORP, and the expectation of prior period restatement 

where material? 

Reponses Total   Agree Disagree Ratio of  
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(% of 

responses) 

(% of views 

expressed) 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

31 27 4 6.8 

74% 87% 13%  
 

Comments  

 

Respondents kindly provided welcome suggestions regarding the 

proposed draft text: 

 

A. England: 3.4.2.56 [pooled investment funds] “remove the 

words “or allowed” since the regulation is mandatory not 

optional.” 

 

B. England: 7.1.9.3B [pooled investment funds] “remove the 

words “impairment losses and” since the regulation only 

applies to assets measured at fair value through profit and 

loss, to which the impairment provisions of IFRS 9 do not 

apply “ 

 

C. Wales 7.1.9.3 [share and loan capital] after “England” add 

“and Wales” and after Northern Ireland remove “and 

Wales” to reflect the changes in the Local Authorities 

(Capital Finance and Accounting) (Wales) (Amendment) 

Regulations 2018.  

 

D. Scotland: The Code should also be amended to reflect the 

LASAAC mandatory guidance on “IFRS 9 Financial 

Instruments – Earmarking of gains not available to fund 

services”. 

 

E. Scotland: 3.4.5.1: 5)  The requirement of the statutory 

guidance is to disclose the amount of capital receipts 

transferred to the capital grants and receipts unapplied 

account. This may be different to the amount used to fund 

qualifying expenditure in any year. We suggest that 

references to ‘use’ are replaced with ‘transfers’. 

 

F. Scotland 3.4.5.1 5) ii) – The statutory guidance requires 

separate disclosure of a transfer of capital receipts in a 

prior financial year. We suggest replacing the words ‘any 

other stated’ with ‘a prior’. 

 

G. Scotland 3.4.5.1 5), 6) and 7) – These paragraphs refer to 

‘transactions’ in the movement in reserves statement. 

That terminology is not appropriate for the movement in 

reserves statements. We suggest replacing ‘transactions’ 

with ‘items’. 

 

H. Scotland 3.4.5.1 7) i There is a typo in this paragraph – 

‘equaly’ should be ‘equal’ 

 

I. Scotland 3.4.5.1 9) The words in brackets i.e (Scotland 

only) are superfluous given that the sentence starts with 

‘In Scotland’”  [3 audit body] 

 

One respondent commented: 

 

J. “I wholly disagree with creating yet another unusable 

reserve which the Code suggests as “the pooled 
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investment funds adjustment account”. Can such changes 

not be absorbed into the Financial Instruments 

Revaluation Reserve with appropriate explanation, thus 

avoiding more clutter?” 

 

K. “The proposal at 7.1.9.3B needs to be explicit about where 

the change in fair value should be reflected in SDPS.” 

 

 

Proposed 

Action 

The corrections and improvements are welcome. 

 

Further amendment to 3.4.2.56 to add ‘defined’ in front of pooled 

investments funds is proposed to clarify that the statutory definition 

must be applied. 

 

The other amendments are proposed for adoption with the exception 

of: 

 

 

B. Removal of reference to ‘impairment’ loss is not suggested for 

adoption as the inclusion of impairment losses reflects the 

statutory requirements stated in 30K 4 (a), and in the event 

of uncertainty legislation takes precedence. 

 

D. LASAAC guidance, whether optional or mandatory, has not 

previously been included in the Code. LASAAC guidance has 

previously been regarded as providing more specific 

implementation of the Code requirements for Scotland, 

without the same status of ‘statutory guidance’ as issued by 

the Scottish Ministers. 

 

J. The suggestion would appear to be contradictory to the 

regulations which state an “account established, charged and 

used solely for the purpose of recognising fair value gains and 

losses in accordance with this regulation.” 

 

K. The specification of FVPL entries in the CIES/SDPS is 

considered later in this report. The paragraph appears clear 

that transfers between reserves are shown in the MiRS. 

 
 

Risk: 

MEDIUM 

 

In the event that legislation has not been reflected appropriately, or 

has been overlooked, there is reputational risk for CIPFA/LASAAC. In 

the event of contradiction or absence, legislation normally takes 

precedence over the Code contents. 

 

Recommend

ation Q25 

That the proposals are adopted with amendments made in 

respect of items A, C, E, F, G, H and I as suggested above by 

ITC respondents or otherwise proposed. Other proposals are 

recommended to be adopted without further amendment. 

 

 

 

E1 Service Concession Arrangements – 3rd Party Income  

Question 26, 

27. 

Do you agree with CIPFA/LASAAC that recognition of a liability related 

to operator rights to third party revenues is consistent with the 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/1207/regulation/5/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/1207/regulation/5/made
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requirements but that additional specification in the Code is not 

required? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

26 24 2 12.0 

62% 92% 8%  
 

Comments 

 

The majority of respondents agreed with the ITC view that 

recognition of a liability is an appropriate treatment. The following 

were raised by supporters of the proposal: 

 

 “Classifying the balance as a liability raises some concern 

because there is obligation to transfer economic benefits” 

[audit firm].  

  “It is difficult to see how one approach could accurately reflect 

the substance of all of the possible income streams” 

[authority] 

 

Two dissenting respondents agreed with the treatment suggested but 

disagreed with the proposal for no further specification. One [treasury 

advisor] noted the Code could clarify and align the CFR requirements 

arising from such arrangements. Another [audit firm] noted that 

neither the Code nor existing guidance provided clarity. 

 

Other comments included: 

 

 A view that if the principle suggested was adopted that 

CIPFA/LASAAC should revise the treatment of grant funding, 

since currently commitments relating to unapplied grants can 

only be recognised if there is a possibility of repayment 

[accounting consultant] 

 A request for further guidance and worked examples 

[authority] 

 

Comments on known existing alternative treatments included: 

 

 No known alternatives being applied (5 respondents, audit 

body, authorities, treasury advisor, council partnership) 

 “An alternative is possible with the grantor deciding that it is 

an agent and so does not record either an asset or a matching 

credit balance……this is common in further and higher 

education for student residences whose operators accept 

demand risk. CIPFA/LASAAC should make clear how the 

deferred revenue arises under an IFRS 15 analysis and that 

the resulting balance falls out of the authority capital financing 

regime because it is not a liability.  Finally, this treatment is 

wider than indicated as it arises for virtually all waste PFIs and 

some leisure services projects.” [10 audit firm] 

 N/A we hold PFI assets with Third Party income recognition 

and treat this as a liability in relation to donated assets. 

[authority] 
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Consideratio

ns for 

CIPFA/LASA

AC 

Liability recognition 

 

 The IFRS conceptual framework (March 2018) states  

o “A liability is a present obligation of the entity to transfer 

an economic resource as a result of past events.” 

o For a liability to exist, three criteria must all be satisfied: 

(a) the entity has an obligation; (b) the obligation is to 

transfer an economic resource;  (c) the obligation is a 

present obligation that exists as a result of past events” 

 IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts....... defines a contract liability 

as “An entity’s obligation to transfer goods or services to a 

customer for which the entity has received consideration (or the 

amount is due) from the customer.”  

 In supporting recognition of a contract liability to reflect the 

existence of a performance an obligation, IFRS may therefore be 

considered to accept that a performance obligation can exist for 

such obligations as the requirement to pass on 3rd party revenues. 

o Arguably an agreement to assign future revenues arising 

from an existing contract represents a similar performance 

obligation on the part of the authority. 

 A key point of consideration may therefore be whether there is a 

liability in existence before any 3rd party revenues are generated. 

IFRIC 12 para 17 indicates that an operator’s right to 3rd party 

revenues is not an unconditional right to cash since the amount is 

contingent on service provision.  

 Where it is adjudged that a liability does exist before any 3rd party 

revenues are generated the complexity then primarily arises due 

to the uncertainty arising in measuring the obligation 

 The principle of equating the initial liability measurement to the 

fair value of the asset not otherwise paid for, may be regarded as 

pragmatic being based on the value (measurement) that the 

operator has placed on the future third party revenues. Whether 

the value carried should be re-assessed at each balance sheet 

date, based on expected future revenues, may be open to 

consideration.  

 Regarding the operator’s recognition of a right to 3rd party 

revenues FRS 102 follows IFRIC 12 stating (34.15) “The operator 

shall recognise an intangible asset to the extent that it receives a 

right (a licence) to charge users of the public service.” In 

addressing grantor treatment (34.12E-H) FRS 102 only refers to 

assessing and recognising a finance lease liability. It does not 

appear to state the grantor treatment for an operator’s right to 

retain revenue. 

 

Comparison with grant funding treatment 

 

 A respondent has indicated that given that an ongoing liability 

treatment is regarded as acceptable, this could give grounds 

for suggesting that a ‘deferred income’ approach to grant 

recognition (eg writing off over the life of an asset) might also 

be considered. 

 At present section 2.3 of the Code generally requires that 

grant income is recognised when the conditions are met ie 

generally at a single point in time.  

 If SCA 3rd party income continuity with the existing grant 

income treatment is supported it could be suggested that the 

cost of the assignation (value given up) could be recognised 

https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/69f7d814-c806-4ccc-b451-aba50d6e8de2/FRS-102-FRS-applicable-in-the-UK-and-Republic-of-Ireland-(March-2018).pdf
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immediately as a cost charged to the GF and transferred to the 

GF. In effect there could be an argument that the value of the 

assigned revenue should not be amortised over time. 

 

FE-HE SORP (agent/principal model) 

 

 The CIPFA/LASAAC working group considered this as a 

potential specification, but did not propose it due to concerns 

over conflict with IFRIC 12 and IPSAS 32 treatments. 

 

Prudential Code – recognition of a liability for assigned revenues 

 

 It may be argued that an obligation to assign revenues is not 

an underlying need to borrow or an external debt arrangement 

ie should not affect the CFR. 

 The CFR is defined in para 79 of the Prudential Code.  

 The treatment of liabilities related to SCA 3rd party revenues 

is not specified in the definition. 

 The definition however states “In addition, any other items on 

the local authority’s balance sheet that relate to capital 

expenditure incurred should be included, but excluding the 

underlying liability – ie the underlying need for the equivalent 

to borrowing – for lease obligations, deferred purchases and 

similar arrangements in respect of long-term credit.” 

 Where the above is taken to apply the CFR will not reflect the 

liability arising from revenue assignation. For example an SCA 

asset of £200m recognised, but with £50m supported by a 

liability to transfer revenue, would result in an increase in the 

CFR of £150m 

 The assignment of revenues could however affect the net 

revenue stream available to support council debt, and as such 

could affect the affordability indicators of the Prudential Code. 

An authority will need to understand the Prudential Code 

affordability issues arising from the assignation of 3rd party 

revenues. 

 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

 

Based on the responses received the benefits of further specification 

in the Code are not considered to support the potential 

implementation risks arising from further specification. 

 

Recommend

ation  

Q26, Q27 

That, as per the proposal in the ITC, no amendment is made to 

the Code requirements.  

 

 

 

E2 Service Concession Arrangements – Liability Measurement  

Question 28. Do you agree with CIPFA/LASAAC’s proposals on applying IFRS 16 

Leases liability measurement to service concession arrangements? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

29 22 7 3.1 

69% 76% 24%  
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Comments 

 

A majority of respondents supported the proposal but noted: 

 

 Paragraph 4.3.2.25 should allow for both an increase and 

decrease in the liability 

 Concerns over the resource requirement implications (6 

respondents) 

 The Code could more directly refer to IFRS 16 rather than 

reliance on IFRIC 12 ‘mirror image’ treatment. In particular 

the requirement to separate components of a contract may be 

relevant. 

 Consistency with WGA is important 

 Obtaining information from the operator may be challenging 

 

Dissenting respondents indicated: 

 

 IFRS 16 specifically does not apply to IFRIC 12 arrangements 

[IFRS 16 para 3] and that SCAs do not therefore meet the 

criteria for treatment as embedded leases 

 Re-measurement of the liability should only occur where 

contract changes arise, not for cash flow changes which were 

subject to assessment in establishing the initial liability (“little 

is to be gained by reassessing the liability for changes in 

estimates”) 

 Views that SCA arrangements are different to IFRS 16 leases, 

and that measuring the liability should seek to reflect the 

purchase of the whole asset (in most scenarios) as equivalent 

to borrowing. It is suggested that “Part of the PFI unitary 

charge is separated out and treated like a repayment on a 

fixed rate loan” and “As this is standard annuity accounting, 

we consider that the Code can just ask for this, without a 

reference to IFRS” 

 Concerns about cost, and that the change would not be 

commensurate with the benefits to users 

 Practical issues including: 

o The non-separable nature of unitary charges means the 

initial split is based on estimates of the operator’s initial 

financial model. Authorities would have no clear 

information on which to apply this split as cash flows 

change. 

o Proportionate splitting of uplifts to the unitary charge 

would have to be specified in the Code itself. 

o The Code is not clear on how the increase in the liability 

would affect the value or cost of the SCA asset 

o The implications for the Prudential , CFR and statutory 

framework are not clear as an increase in the liability is 

not an increase in the value of the asset 

o Media and political sensitivity is likely to arise regarding 

apparent increases in reported PFI liability figures 

o  

 Based on the above a respondent suggests “a rebuttable 

presumption that no recalculation would be required where the 

change is simply actual indexation differing from that assumed 

in the financial model”. It is suggested that without this 

auditors may expect full recalculation to evidence materiality 

assessment. 

 One respondent considered that “ unitary charges of many 

arrangements consist of an indexed and an unindexed element 
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with an assumption in the model that the unindexed element 

relates to the lease element …..It would therefore be 

erroneous to remeasure the liability in these circumstances 

when the unitary charge has an indexation element applied to 

the service element only.” 

 

Other comments received related to: 

 

 Noting that those authorities with several schemes would be 

more significantly impacted by the resource requirements 

 Indicating that “the guidance notes will need to be explicit on 

issues such as estimating the discount rate and accounting for 

changes in carrying value (if any) from changes in indexation 

– in an ideal world, the discount rate will fluctuate with 

changes in indexation and so leave the carrying value 

unchanged.” 

 Suggestions for further guidance 

 

 

Factors for 

CIPFA/ 

LASAAC 

Review 

Potential increase or decrease in liability: 

 Potentially changes in either direction may occur 

 

Applicability of IFRIC 12 

 

 It is considered that IFRS 16 specifically excludes IFRIC 12 in 

order to recognise the different nature of SCAs. In particular 

an IFRIC September 2016 Update noted that a key 

assessment relates to the control of services; service 

recipients; and prices; as well as the control of any significant 

residual interest. 

 IFRIC 12 therefore may be considered to remain as the extant 

IFRS requirement for SCAs from an operator perspective 

 IFRIC 12 paragraphs15 & 16 require an operator to recognise 

a financial asset for any unconditional rights to cash payments 

from the grantor 

 

Splitting of indexation cash flows 

 

 By their nature SCAs were intended to combine cash flows for 

a number of purposes into a single payment 

 An objective of the accounting treatment of SCAs is 

understood to be to provide transparency regarding what the 

constituent elements of the unitary cash flow are 

 This therefore requires that the original cash flows, and 

subsequent changes to the cash flows, are separated into the 

constituent parts 

 Where information is available to support the specific 

identification of indexation changes into the constituent parts 

it is anticipated that this would be used 

 In some instances this may mean that no changes to the 

liability related cash flows are necessary, and thus re-

measurement of the liability may not be required 

 This assessment however would be required on a case by case 

basis, to reflect the reality of each SCA’s terms and conditions  

 Where however changes to the liability cash flows are either 

specifically identified, or imputed as a proportion of the 

indexation increase, the liability would require re-
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measurement (where material). Under IFRS 9 the operator 

would generally be expected to show a modification gain or 

loss in P&L for the financial asset based on discounting using 

the original effective interest rate (IFRS 9 5.4.3). 

 It would therefore appear to be inconsistent with IFRIC 12 to 

ignore changes in cash flows which are attributable to the 

liability. 

 

Liability as a ‘standard’ borrowing arrangement 

 

 The current and proposed treatment of SCAs is understood to 

be intended to reflect changes in the cash flows which are 

attributable to the liability 

 This reflects the fact that the purchase and financing element 

of the cash flows are not necessarily a traditional borrowing 

arrangement eg cash flow changes attributable to liability 

repayment may be linked to RPI or CPI rather than either a 

fixed interest rate, or linked to a variable interest rate 

benchmark (eg LIBOR) 

 Therefore a requirement to treat the liability element of SCAs 

as comparable to normal borrowing may be inappropriate, 

unless the specific nature of the SCA clearly evidences that 

normal borrowing arrangement exists. 

 

Asset cost changes 

 

 The impact of liability re-measurement is, as per IFRS 16, 

anticipated to affect the cost record of the asset concerned 

 It is not however anticipated that this will normally affect the 

valuation based carrying value (subject to not reducing the 

revaluation reserve to zero so that the historic cost is affected) 

 Therefore adjustments to the cost records (eg increasing the 

cost when the liability increases) is anticipated, but with 

potentially an equivalent (downwards) adjustment in the 

balance held in the Revaluation Reserve for the asset to 

compensate for the change. 

 

Prudential Framework, CFR and Statutory Implications 

 

 Statutory frameworks are generally understood to result in the 

annual unitary charge for the year being what is ultimately 

charged to the General Fund. (In Scotland the treatment of 

lifecycle capital costs may vary this to some extent). 

 The impact of statutory arrangements is therefore expected to 

ensure that there is no significant impact on general fund 

profiles arising, subject to the statutory frameworks 

maintaining this position. 

 For the CFR, as with leases under IFRS 16, increases in the 

liability will be expected to increase the CFR for an authority 

 It is suggested that the statutory treatments applied to SCAs 

do not conflict with this. 

 Since there is no change in the actual underlying cash flows as 

a result of IFRS 16 liability measurement, it is not considered 

to affect conclusions about affordability under the prudential 

code (subject to the statutory frameworks maintaining current 

policy). 
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Applicable discount rate for re-measurement of the liability 

 

 It is anticipated that most lease liability re-measurements will 

be undertaken using an unchanged discount rate  (see IFRS 16 

para 42 (b) & 43) 

 It is however possible that a revised discount rate may be 

required where 

o Para 40 applies (lease term changes or option to 

purchase changes); or 

o Para 42 applies (the lease payment changes arise from 

a change in a floating interest rate) 

 

Media and political profile of PFI liability increases 

 

 This matter was raised at a relevant authorities working group, 

especially in relation to WGA reporting and balance sheet 

impact 

 It is understood that there are currently no plans to defer 

application in WGA on the basis of such concerns 

 

Costs commensurate with benefits  

 

 Resource implications are clearly a key concern for both 

supporters and dissenters 

 Implementation of IFRS 16 Leases liability measurement 

would negate the risk of separate calculations being required 

for WGA return purposes. Use of a non-IFRS 16 basis in 

authority accounts would be anticipated to give rise to WGA 

consistency challenges, and a requirement for a ‘dual 

reporting’ framework. (see update in red text below) 

 Pragmatic implementation, for example regarding assessment 

of materiality, potential use of in-house excel models and 

estimation techniques (eg in splitting cash flow indexation) is 

likely to be critical to successful application for local 

government 

 CIPFA/LASAAC may wish to consider whether the proposed 

Code specification provides a sufficient basis, combined with 

any potential guidance for preparers and auditors, to support 

vision statement achievement 

 

HM Treasury indication of expected practice in central 

government 

 

 HM Treasury have indicated that central government’s 

measurement practices for liabilities arising from SCA 

(PPP/PFI) is not anticipated to change on 

implementation of IFRS 16 Leases 

 

 The FReM 19/20 (see 7.1.49-65 page 49 on) does not 

specify how the liability should be measured in detail. 

7.1.58 includes “The rate should not be changed unless the 

infrastructure element or the whole of the contract is 

renegotiated.” 7.1.60 states “Under either approach, the 

grantor will recognise a liability for the capital value of the 

contract. That liability does not include the interest charge and 

service elements, which are expensed annually to the 

Statement of Comprehensive Net Expenditure.” 
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Risk: 

MEDIUM 

 

Given the responses received there is considered to be a very high 

risk of implementation challenges arising if the proposals progress. 

This particularly relates to in-house expertise and capacity to operate 

new or updated PFI liability and unitary charge allocation models, as 

well as in terms of estimation tolerance / materiality application. 

 

It is assumed that the HMT indication of expected practices will be 

established and supported by FRAB, and accepted by audit. On this 

basis alignment with central government practices will mitigate the 

most significant risks noted above. Some implementation risks exist 

in that the Code may require to separately specify the liability 

measurement, with new text which has not been consulted on. 

Implementation risk therefore exists. 

 

Recommend

ation Q28 

Do not implement the proposal to measure service concession 

arrangement liabilities using IFRS 16 Leases liability 

measurement basis 

 

Include specification in the Code that the requirements of IAS 

17 as previously existing, will continue to apply. Reference to 

IAS 17 (as an withdrawn standard) should potentially be replaced by 

specific definition of the requirements. CIPFA/LASAAC may wish to 

consider the extent to which detailed specification is required in the 

Code or is more appropriate for guidance.  

 

FRAB confirmation of central government treatment required. 

 

E3 HRA Financial Instruments Impairment 

Question 29. Should the presentation of Financial Instrument Impairments in the 

HRA income and expenditure statement be aligned to that in the 

whole council CIES? 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

21 15 6 2.5 

50% 71% 29%  
 

Comments 

 

A majority of respondents supported the proposal however one noted 

“rent bad debts is not a permitted statutory debit to the HRA in 

Scotland. If this item is to be shown in the HRA I&E Statement it 

would have to be removed in the Movement in the HRA Statement”. 

 

Some clear dissenting views were expressed including: 

 

 Views that since the charge is directly related to the HRA it is 

not appropriate to present it outside the HRA cost of service 

 A suggestion that “The great majority of an authority’s debtors 

are past due balances for services and not amounts 

outstanding under credit terms. Impairments of debts are 

therefore more characteristically cancelations of income 

previously recognised for services rather than losses on credit 

facilities….authorities should have discretion over the 

appropriate place to charge them (to be disclosed as an 

accounting policy choice). We consider that 3.4.2.38 should be 

amended to add “to the extent not fairly charged to 
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segments”. This would then resolve the problem perceived to 

apply to the HRA” 

 

Factors for 

CIPFA/ 

LASAAC 

Review 

The variety of responses and current treatments indicates some 

inconsistency in current practices. 

 

 

Risk: 

HIGH 

 

Practices have been established; there is no absolute consensus on 

appropriate presentation; and there have been no indications of 

material concerns in 18/19 accounts regarding differential treatments. 

Given the above the benefits of further specification are considered to 

be insufficient to support amendment. 

 

Recommend

ation Q29 

 Not amend the Code for 20/21  

 Reconsider HRA financial instruments presentation as 

and when the Code’s financial instrument requirements 

are reviewed.  

 

 

E4 Financial Instruments – Specification of FVPL entries in CIES 

Question 30. Should the presentation of gains/losses, dividends and gains/losses 

on derecognition of financial instruments classified as fair value 

through profit or loss within SDPS be more definitively specified in the 

Code? 

 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

17 13 4 3.25 

40% 76% 24%  
 

Comments 

 

The responses indicate general support for clearer specification to 

support consistency, with some dissent. Responses indicate there 

may be some inconsistency in current practices. 

 

 

Risk: 

MEDIUM 

 

There is a risk that this may mean a change in presentation for some 

authorities, potentially indicating prior period adjustment if 

considered material. 

 

Recommend

ation Q30 

Include clearer specification in the Code 20/21 as noted 

below:  

 

3.4.2.38 

 

c) Financing and investment income and expenditure (comprising 

interest payable and similar charges; interest revenue calculated 

using the effective interest method; net interest on the net defined 

benefit liability (asset); remeasurements of the net defined benefit 

liability (asset) for long-term employee benefits recognised in 

accordance with Section 6.2;; interest income; income, expenditure, 

and changes in the fair values of investment properties; gains and 

losses arising from the derecognition of financial assets measured at 

amortised cost; gains/losses, dividends and gains/losses on 

derecognition for financial instruments classified as fair value through 
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profit or loss, impairment losses (including reversals of impairment 

losses or impairment gains) determined in accordance with Section 

7.2.9 of the Code; the surplus or deficit of trading operations which 

are not allocated back to services; and other investment income). 

 

 

 

 

E5. Minor Code Updates 

Question 31. Do you agree with the minor Code update proposals relating to HRA 

rents classification and REFCUS?  

 

Reponses Total   

(% of 

responses) 

Agree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Disagree 

(% of views 

expressed) 

Ratio of  

Agree: 

Disagree (:1) 

25 25 0 N/A 

60% 100% 0%  
 

Comments 

 

Responses indicate that the minor amendments should not be 

controversial. No text amendment or further suggestions were 

indicated. 

 

Risk: Low  

Recommend

ation Q31 

That the proposed text amendments are implemented for 

20/21. 

 

 

E6. IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts – Potential Application Scenarios 

Question 32. Please provide an indication of any local government practices, 

arrangements or contracts where potentially treatment as an 

Insurance Contract (under IFRS 17) may arise.  

 

Potential 

application 

scenarios 

 

Respondents identified the following for consideration: 

 

 Pension guarantees, especially since some are already 

accounted for under IFRS 4 the current insurance contracts 

standard 

 Mutual insurance arrangements – with FRIC (Fire & Rescue 

Indemnity Company Limited)   being a mutual insurance 

arrangement between 9 fire & rescue authorities cited as a key 

example. 

 Economic development support arrangements potentially 

involving the underwriting of losses or compensation for 

specific events 

 Insurance arrangements where the authority is acting as an 

intermediary eg by arranging insurance for properties and 

charging tenants for the insurance. 

 Guarantees provided when schools convert to academy status 

[Note: A distinction may be required between risks which are 

retained by the authority; and risks which did not previously 

exist but are now accepted by the authority]. 

 Warranties or assurances provided in respect of goods or 

services [Note: IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with 

Customers may be applicable rather than IFRS 17] 

 

https://www.fric.org.uk/
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Recommend

ation Q32 

That ongoing liaison with the HMT working group continues. 

 

That pragmatic and proportionate implementation, with 

consideration of resource implications, is regarded as an 

objective in supporting vision statement achievement. 

 

 

 


